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ABSTRACT
Natural images have the intrinsic property that they can be sparsely repre-
sented as a linear combination of a very small number of atomic signals from
a complete basis or an overcomplete dictionary. This sparse representation
prior has been successfully exploited in a variety of image processing appli-
cations, ranging from low level recovery to high level semantic inference. A
good sparse representation is expected to have high delity to the observed
image content and at the same time reveal the underlying structure and
semantic information. In this dissertation, we address the problem of how
to learn such representation or dictionary from training images, particularly
for the tasks of super-resolution, classication, and opportunistic sensing.
Image super-resolution is an ill-posed problem in which we want to recover
the high-resolution image from the corresponding low-resolution image. We
formulate a coupled dictionary learning algorithm which explicitly learns
the transform between the high and low-resolution feature spaces such that
the sparse representation inferred from a low-resolution patch can faithfully
reconstruct its high-resolution version. The resulting bilevel optimization
problem is solved using a stochastic gradient descent method with the gra-
dient of sparse code found by implicit dierentiation. A feed-forward deep
neural network motivated by this sparse coding model is designed to further
improve the eciency and accuracy.
The Sparse Representation-based Classication (SRC) has been used in
many recognition tasks with the dictionary consisting of training data from
all classes. We design a more compact and discriminative dictionary for SRC
using the \pulling" and \pushing" actions inspired from Learning Vector
Quantization (LVQ). The learned dictionary is applied to hyper-spectral
image classication, with additional spatial neighborhood information in-
corporated using a probabilistic formulation.
To better understand the rationale of SRC, we further develop a margin-
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based perspective into the classier. The decision boundary and classication
margin of SRC are analyzed in the local regions where the support of sparse
code is stable. Based on the derived margin, we learn a discriminative
dictionary with maximized margin between classes such that SRC can have
better generalization capability.
Opportunistic sensing deals with actively recognizing an image object with
restricted sensing resources. Just as in compressive sensing, we show that
dynamically optimized sensing operations (including but not limited to linear
projections) can yield better classication results for signals with sparse
structure. We develop a greedy sensing strategy using class entropy criteria,
as well as a long-term policy learning method using the Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP) customized for heterogeneous resource
constraints and discriminative classiers.
The sensing, recovery and recognition tasks studied in this dissertation
exemplify a closed loop of general image processing, and we demonstrate
that in each processing step a dictionary or a sensing operation adapted to
signals' sparse characteristic can lead to remarkably improved performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Seeking meaningful representations for signals to capture their useful charac-
teristics is one of the key problems studied in signal processing and pattern
recognition. In the early days, people tended to represent signals in a
\smooth" form, which motivates the techniques such as anisotropic ltering
[1] and total variation [2]. Representations with orthogonal bases were preva-
lent due to their mathematical simplicity and computational eciency. Well-
known examples include wavelets for image compression [3] and denoising [4].
In recent years, more attention has been focused on representing a signal x
as the linear combination of a small number of atomic elements, called atoms,
from a pre-dened basis or overcomplete dictionary D with K atoms:
x =D; kk0  K; (1.1)
where  is the sparse coecient vector, or sparse code, for x. k  k0 denotes
the `0-norm which is used to count the number of non-zero elements, or
sparsity, in the sparse code . Sparse representation assumes that, for any
signal of our interest, its corresponding sparse code has a sparsity far less
than the total number of atoms in D. By using an over-complete dictionary
D which has more elementary signal atoms than signal dimensions, we are
able to parsimoniously describe a much wider range of signal phenomena
[5]. To nd the sparsest , we need to solve the following `0 minimization
problem:
min

kk0; s:t: x =D: (1.2)
Unfortunately, solving (1.2) requires intractable combinatorial optimization
when the linear constraint is underdetermined. Approximate solutions can
be found using greedy basis pursuit algorithms [6, 7], whose accuracy cannot
be guaranteed. Alternatively, the `1-norm is commonly used in place of
the `0-norm to obtain a convex relaxation of (1.2), which, according to the
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compressive sensing theory [8, 9], is known to give the same solution under
broad conditions for sparse enough . In many cases, the strict constraint of
x=D also needs to be relaxed to account for noise contamination, which
results in the `1-norm regularized minimization problem:
min

kx Dk22 + kk1; (1.3)
where >0 is a regularization parameter to balance between reconstruction
error and sparsity.
The sparse coding based on Eq. (1.3) and its variants have been widely
applied in image processing and computer vision problems including de-
noising [10, 11], inpainting [12], super-resolution [13, 14], face recognition
[15], motion segmentation [16, 17], action recognition [18], sensor fusion
[19, 20], etc.. In almost all of these applications, using sparsity as a prior
leads to state-of-the-art results [21]. The dictionary D plays an important
role in the success of sparse representation. It is found that dictionaries
learned from data [22, 23, 24, 25] and adapted to specic tasks [26, 27]
can signicantly outperform analytically designed bases and conventional
reconstruction-based dictionaries. However, how to learn a dictionary that
induces sparse, robust and informative representations remains an unsolved
problem in general.
In this dissertation, we explore learning good sparse representation in the
context of three particular image applications: super-resolution, classication
and opportunistic sensing. We demonstrate that the entire pipeline of image
processing (consisting of acquisition, recovery and understanding) can benet
from learned representations.
Image Super-resolution Image super-resolution (SR) comprises tech-
niques for estimating a high-resolution (HR) image from one or several cor-
responding low-resolution (LR) images, in the hope of easing the resolution
limitations of optical sensors. It has important applications in surveillance,
remote sensing, consumer photo editing, image content retargeting, etc..
Since SR was rst formally investigated in the work of Tsai and Huang [28],
various approaches have been proposed [29, 30, 31]. For the most challenging
single image SR, machine learning approaches [32, 33, 34, 35] which learn the
relationship between HR and LR images from training data prove to be more
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promising than traditional methods based on signal reconstruction.
In single image SR, the unknown HR image x is related to the observed
LR image y through a linear transform in the noise-free situation:
y = SHx; (1.4)
where S and H are downsampling and blurring operators, respectively. The
linear system in (1.4) is heavily ill-posed and extra regularization is necessary
to get a stable solution of x. Sparse representation eectively oers such a
regularization as shown in [36, 13], where both x and y are sparely encoded
according to (1.3) with respective to their individual dictionaries Dx and
Dy. The sparse code robustly inferred from y can then be used to recover x.
Ideally, two dictionaries should satisfy the relationship Dy=SHDx so that
any HR and LR image pair have the same sparse representation. However,
the lters S andH are often unknown. Therefore, the dictionaries are learned
in the joint space of x and y [36, 13], which is not consistent with the way
they are used in recovery.
In this dissertation, a novel dictionary learning framework for coupled
feature spaces is formulated such that we explicitly enforce the requirement
that the sparse code evaluated for y can faithfully reconstruct x using their
respective dictionaries. Learning coupled dictionaries has many other poten-
tial applications, e.g., texture transfer, compressive sensing. However, this
problem has been little addressed in the literature. We also implement a deep
neural network based on sparse coding approximation so that the eciency
and accuracy of sparse recovery are both improved.
Image Classication Although the primary goal of sparse representa-
tion is for signal restoration, it has also seen growing application in image
classication. Face recognition [15], texture classication [37] and objective
categorization [38] are among the early successful examples.
The Sparse Representation-based Classication (SRC) proposed in [15] is a
pioneering work in this direction. In SRC, a signal x from class c is assumed
to lie in or near a low-dimensional subspace spanned by the atoms in the
class-specic dictionary Dc. If we try to represent x using the composite
dictionary D=[D1; :::;DC ] for all the C classes, the resulting sparse code
=[1; :::;C ] is supposed to have non-zero coecients concentrating in c,
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which is associated with its class.
Although SRC demonstrates good performance empirically, its working
mechanism is obscure and a principled way to construct its dictionary is
lacked. In the original work of [15], Dc consists of all the training samples
from class c, which is not practical if the total class number or the training set
is large. Traditional dictionary learning methods for sparse representation,
such as Method of Optimal Direction (MOD) [39], K-SVD [40, 41], and the
`1-relaxed formulations [42, 43], all focus on minimizing signal reconstruction
error and thus are not optimized for classication task. There are quite a
few recent papers trying to learn dictionaries with more discriminative power
by augmenting the reconstructive objective function in (1.3) with additional
discrimination terms such as Fisher discriminant criterion [44], structural
incoherence [25], class residual dierence [45, 46] and mutual information
[18]. Most of these discrimination metrics are heuristic and not geared to the
mechanism of SRC. Sparse codes generated by discriminative dictionaries
are also used as the input features of general classication models other than
SRC [47, 24, 26].
Besides classifying each signal individually, SRC can also exploit the struc-
ture among relevant signals for better performance. The joint sparse model
has been used in multi-view recognition [19, 20] and spatial-spectral clas-
sication in remote sensing [48, 49] for a more robust estimation of sparse
code. The dictionaries used are usually not customized to enforce joint sparse
representation.
A large portion of this dissertation is devoted to the learning of discrimina-
tive dictionaries for SRC with application to both hyper-spectral and visual
imageries. We generalize the idea of Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ)
[50] to dictionary optimization for sparse signals, and also relate it to a
maximum margin dictionary learning framework developed based on our in-
depth analysis of SRC. Our proposed learning algorithm is favorable both
theoretically and experimentally.
Opportunistic Sensing Sparse representation also enables ecient sig-
nal acquisition. In the well-known compressive sensing problem [8, 9], sparse
prior has been used to recover signal from a small number of incoherent
linear measurements. The problem requires solving an underdetermined
linear system y=Mx, which is similar to the image SR problem in (1.4) but
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with extra freedom to design the measurement matrixM . Conventionally a
randommatrixM is preferred due to theoretical guarantees of its incoherence
with any sparsifying basis D. Lately, learning based algorithms have been
proposed to optimizeM either according to some analytical criteria derived
from recovery conditions such as mutual coherence [51, 52, 53], or using data-
driven approaches to minimize the empirical reconstruction error on training
data [22, 26]. It has been found that simultaneous optimization of sensing
matrix and signal representation leads to the best recovery performance [52].
On the other hand, adaptively designed measurement vectors in sequential
compressive sensing can further improve reconstruction accuracy [54, 55, 56]
or reduce the required number of samples [57].
In this dissertation, we consider the problem of opportunistic sensing
under limited sensing resources with the goal of recognition instead of re-
construction. As less information is usually needed in recognition than in
reconstruction, even higher savings in sensing and computing resource is
possible in opportunistic sensing than in compressive sensing, if the un-
derlying signal representation is properly exploited. Moreover, perception
based on information dynamically gleaned from a sparse set of simple yet
complementary sensors is commonly employed in biological visual systems
[58, 59, 60], which also inspires the paradigm of opportunistic sensing.
In our study of opportunistic sensing, we focus on designing sensing op-
erations including both linear and non-linear ones, while recognizing the
potential advantage of joint optimization over signal representation and ac-
quisition. Acquiring linear measurements for the purpose of recognition is
related to linear feature extraction and dimensionality reduction, which have
been extensively explored in pattern recognition. Principle Component Anal-
ysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) are among the most classical methods. Methods based on
graph embedding [61, 62, 63] have also been developed. Feature extraction
approaches determine useful features during the oine training stage, and
therefore cannot take full advantage of the interactive sensing process by
adapting to each signal individually.
When there is more than one sensor available, discrete sensor selection
becomes another sensing operation. Sensor selection is also a well-studied
problem, and has found its applications in wireless sensor network [64], target
tracking [65], multimedia fusion [66], cognitive study [67], etc.. Most early
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work on active sensor selection relies on a greedy strategy that selects the next
best sensor based on some information theoretic criteria [68, 69]. To obtain
a long-term optimal sensing strategy, Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP) which can consider an arbitrarily long time horizon has
been used, with applications in gesture recognition [70], mine detection [71]
and image object detection [72]. Information metric on the class posterior
can be used to guide the policy learning in POMDP [73], and reinforcement
learning algorithms are employed to learn object model and planning policy
simultaneously [73, 72, 74].
In this dissertation, a unied framework is presented for dynamic sensor
selection and linear feature extraction with the aim of classication. This
framework is also extended to POMDP models, with extra considerations for
heterogeneous resource constraints and discriminative classication models.
The sparse prior of signals is exploited via a generative probabilistic model
which is easily integrated with the evaluation of sensor informativeness.
The proposed approaches are extensively evaluated in the tasks of multi-
view/multi-modality/multi-feature vehicle classication and face recognition.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. We rst introduce the
coupled dictionary learning method for image SR in Chapter 2. Learning
discriminative sparse representation for SRC is then discussed, with an LVQ
inspired method presented in Chapter 3 for hyper-spectral images and a max-
margin principle based method presented in Chapter 4 for general visual
images. The problem of opportunistic sensing is explored in Chapter 5 for
both greedy and long-term sensing strategies. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes
with a summary and some future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
COUPLED SPARSE CODING FOR SINGLE
IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION
2.1 Introduction
Image super-resolution (SR) comprises techniques for estimating a corre-
sponding high-resolution (HR) image from one or several low-resolution (LR)
images, which oer the promise of partially overcoming inherent resolution
limitations of low-cost imaging sensors (e.g., cell phone cameras or surveil-
lance cameras), and allow better utilization of the growing capability of HR
displays.
Conventional SR approaches usually require multiple LR input images of
the same scene with sub-pixel translations. The SR task is thus cast as an
inverse problem of recovering the underlying HR image by fusing the LR
observed images, based on reasonable assumptions or prior knowledge about
the observation model. Due to the irreversible high frequency information
lost during the HR to LR degradation process, reconstructing a HR image
is typically severely ill-conditioned. Various regularization techniques are
therefore proposed to stabilize the solution of this ill-posed problem [29, 30,
31]. Unfortunately, the performance of these approaches is only acceptable
for small upscaling factors (usually less than 2) [75].
More recently, example-based SR methods have been developed, which
aim to learn the co-occurrence prior between HR and LR local patches from
an external training database. The learned prior is employed to predict HR
patches for unseen LR patches [32, 33, 76], and substantial improvement
over the conventional methods has been achieved especially when only one
or very few LR images are available. However, the example-based methods
rely on a training database containing millions of HR/LR image patch pairs
so that a generic image can be represented well, which makes the algorithms
computationally intensive. Instead of relying on an external database, several
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recently proposed approaches exploit the self-similarity properties of local
image patches within and across dierent spatial scales in the same image
[77, 78, 34, 79, 35]. These approaches either need a separate deblurring
process [77, 79], which is ill-posed and requires parameter tuning by itself, or
place too much emphasis on local singular features, e.g., edges and corners,
and thus yield unnatural-looking SR results [34, 35].
Motivated by the recent advances in compressive sensing [8, 80], which
also focuses on solving an ill-posed linear inverse problem, Yang et al. in
[36, 13] proposed to use sparse representation to recover HR images. Based
on the assumption that the HR and LR image patches share the same
sparse codes under their respective overcomplete bases (or dictionaries), they
reconstructed HR patches with the sparse codes of corresponding LR patches
and obtained both photo-realistic textures and sharp edges from a single
input LR image. The HR and LR dictionary pair is crucial to the success of
sparse representation-based SR approach, which essentially plays the role of
an external database as in the case of example-based SR methods.
Learning overcomplete dictionaries from training data has attracted grow-
ing interest from machine learning and vision communities. A good dictio-
nary is expected to be able to encode any signal of interest as the linear
combination of a very small number of atoms from it, where the sparsity of
coding coecients is usually enforced by an `0 or `1 penalty term. Many
algorithms have been proposed to solve this learning problem; well-known
examples include the `0 sparsity constrained Method of Optimal Directions
(MOD) [39] and K-SVD algorithm [40], an formulation with `1 sparsity
measure in [42], and an online large-scale learning algorithm in [43]. However,
most prior works on dictionary learning only consider representing signals
from a single space, which may not be sucient in the problem of image SR
where a pair of dictionaries should be jointly optimized to represent HR and
LR signals respectively. In the original work of Yang et al. [13] who rst
applied sparse representation to SR, the two feature spaces for HR and LR
are concatenated together, and then the dictionary pair is trained together
in their joint space as a single dictionary. As such, the resulting dictionaries
are not indeed adapted to each of the feature spaces individually, and the
resulting sparse codes for HR and LR patches are not guaranteed to be the
same when they are evaluated from each single feature space.
In this chapter, we discuss a novel coupled dictionary learning method
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which explicitly enforces that the sparse representation of an observed signal
(the LR image) can well represent the sparse representation of its underlying
latent signal (the HR image). The optimization employs a stochastic gradient
descent procedure, where the gradient is computed via back-propagation
and implicit dierentiation. Dictionaries trained using our method lead
to superior quality over dictionaries obtained by existing methods in single
image SR both qualitatively and quantitatively. The sparse coding model is
also extended to a feed-forward neural network [81] which further improves
the SR performance by jointly optimizing over all the model parameters.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 reviews
the sparse representation-based SR method and the conventional dictionary
learning approaches. Our dictionary learning method for coupled feature
spaces is presented in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, we give the implementation
details on single image SR with coupled dictionary learning, and show how to
improve the algorithm eciency without much compromise in performance.
The extension to deep network implementation is discussed in Section 2.5.
In Section 2.6, the eectiveness of our approaches is demonstrated through
comparisons with state-of-the-art image SR techniques as well as a human
subjective evaluation. Conclusions are drawn in Section 2.7.
2.2 Related Work
Sparse representation has been widely applied to various low-level image
processing tasks [40, 12], and it has been successfully introduced to single
image SR in [13]. A LR image Y is commonly modeled as a blurred and
downsampled version of its corresponding HR image X:
Y = SHX + ; (2.1)
where S and H are downsampling and blurring operators, respectively, and
 is a Gaussian noise. Solving X directly from (2.1) is a highly ill-posed
problem. For SR, the unknown variables in X signicantly outnumber the
known variables in Y , not to mention that we usually do not have precise
knowledge about the linear operators S and H. Therefore, an additional
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regularization is imposed on each local patch x in image X such that
x Dx; for some  2 RK ; kk0  K; (2.2)
where x 2 Rd1 represents a HR image patch with its pixels stacked in a vector
form, Dx 2 Rd1K is the overcomplete dictionary for HR image patches with
K>d1 basis atoms, and  is the sparse code for x. The sparsity prior imposed
by (2.2) is a common property of most natural images, and it serves as the
cornerstone for SR reconstruction here.
Since the degradation model in (2.1) also applies to local patches, we can
express the LR patch y corresponding to the HR patch x as follows:
y  SHx  SHDx =Dy; (2.3)
where y 2 Rd2 , and Dy = SHDx 2 Rd2K is the dictionary for LR patches.
Therefore, the same sparse code  can be used to represent both x and y
with respect to the dictionaries Dx and Dy, respectively. Note that since we
do not know the operators S and H, both Dx and Dy are to be learned.
Now suppose the dictionaries Dx and Dy are given; for an input LR patch
y, what we need is just to nd the sparse code  for y, and reconstruct its
HR patch as x^ =Dx. According to the compressive sensing theories [8, 9],
if the sparse code  is suciently sparse, it can be eciently recovered by
solving the following `1 regularized minimization problem:
min

ky  Dyk22 + kk1; (2.4)
where  > 0 is a regularization parameter. Once all the HR patches fxg are
obtained, the entire HR image X can be reconstructed by placing them at
appropriate locations.
In the following, we introduce two related dictionary learning techniques
to obtain Dx and Dy, i.e., sparse coding in a single feature space and joint
sparse coding in coupled feature spaces.
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2.2.1 Sparse Coding
The goal of sparse coding is to represent an input signal x 2 Rd approxi-
mately as a weighted linear combination of a few basis atoms, often chosen
from an over-complete dictionary D 2 RdK (d < K). Sparse coding is
the method to learn such a good set of basis atoms. Concretely, given the
training data fxigNi=1, the problem of learning a dictionary for sparse coding,
in its most popular form, is solved by minimizing the energy function that
combines squared reconstruction errors and the `1-sparsity penalties on the
representations:
min
D;figNi=1
NX
i=1
kxi  Dik22 + kik1
s:t: kD(:; k)k2  1; 8k 2 f1; 2; :::; Kg;
(2.5)
where D(:; k) is the k-th column of D, i is the sparse code of xi, and  is
a parameter controlling the sparsity penalty and representation delity. The
above optimization problem is convex in either D or figNi=1 when the other
is xed, but not in both. When D is xed, inference for figNi=1 is known as
the Lasso problem in the statistics literature; when figNi=1 are xed, solving
D becomes a standard quadratically constrained quadratic programming
(QCQP) problem. A practical solution to (2.5) is to alternatively optimize
over D and figNi=1, and the algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local
minimum [42].
2.2.2 Joint Sparse Coding
Unlike the standard sparse coding, joint sparse coding considers the problem
of learning two dictionaries Dx and Dy for two coupled feature spaces with
training pairs fxi;yigNi=1. It is required that the paired samples xi and yi can
be represented as the sparse linear combinations of atoms from their respec-
tive dictionaries Dx and Dy using the same sparse code i. In this way, the
relationship between the two feature spaces is encoded in the corresponding
atoms in the two dictionaries. Yang et al. [13] addressed this problem by
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generalizing the basic sparse coding scheme as follows:
min
Dx;Dy ;figNi=1
NX
i=1
 kxi  Dxik22 + kyi  Dyik22+ kik1;
s:t: kDx(:; k)k2  1; kDy(:; k)k2  1:
(2.6)
The formulation above basically requires that the resulting common sparse
code i should reconstruct both yi and xi well. Grouping the two recon-
struction error terms together and denoting
xi =
"
xi
yi
#
; D =
"
Dx
Dy
#
; (2.7)
we can convert Eq. (2.6) to a standard sparse coding problem in the concate-
nated feature space:
min
D;figNi=1
NX
i=1
kxi   Dik22 + kik1
s:t: k D(:; k)k2  1:
(2.8)
Therefore, such a joint sparse coding scheme can only be claimed to be
optimal in the concatenated feature space, but not in each feature space
individually.
In testing, given an observed signal y, we want to recover the corresponding
latent signal x by inferring their common sparse code . However, since x
is unknown, there is no way to nd  in the concatenated feature space as
has been done in training. Instead, we can only infer the sparse code of y
in its own feature space with respect to Dy, and use it as an approximation
to the joint sparse representation for x and y, which is not guaranteed to be
consistent with the sparse code of x with respect to Dx. Consequently, the
accuracy of recovering x may be undermined using the above jointly learned
dictionaries.
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2.3 Coupled Dictionary Learning for Sparse Recovery
In this section, we develop a dictionary learning method for coupled feature
spaces such that the sparse representation of a signal in one feature space is
optimized to well reconstruct its corresponding signal in the other space.
2.3.1 Problem Statement
Suppose we have two coupled feature spaces: the latent space X  Rd1
and the observable space Y  Rd2 , where the signals are sparse, i.e., the
signals have sparse representations in terms of certain dictionaries. Signals
in Y are observable, and signals in X are what we want to recover or infer.
There exists some mapping function F : X ! Y (not necessarily linear and
probably unknown) that maps a signal x in X to its corresponding signal y
in Y : y = F(x). We assume that the mapping function is nearly injective;
otherwise, the inference for X from Y would be impossible. Our problem is
to nd a coupled dictionary pair Dx and Dy for space X and Y respectively,
such that given any signal y 2 Y , we can use its sparse representation in
terms of Dy to recover the corresponding latent signal x 2 X in terms of
Dx. Formally, an ideal pair of coupled dictionariesDx andDy should satisfy
the following equations for any coupled signal pair fxi;yig:
zi = argmin
i
kyi  Dyik22 + kik1; 8i = 1:::N (2.9)
zi = argmin
i
kxi  Dxik22 ;8i = 1:::N1 (2.10)
where fxigNi=1 are the training samples from X , fyigNi=1 are the training
samples from Y with yi = F(xi), and fzigNi=1 are the sparse representations.
Signal recovery from coupled spaces can be thought as a problem similar
to compressive sensing [8, 80]. In the context of compressive sensing, the
observation and latent spaces are related through a linear random projection
function F . Dictionary Dx is usually chosen to be a mathematically dened
basis (e.g., wavelets), and Dy is obtained directly from Dx with the linear
mapping F . Under some moderate conditions, the sparse representation
1Alternatively, one can require that the sparse representation of xi in terms of Dx
is zi. However, since only the recovery accuracy of xi is concerned, we directly impose
xi Dxzi.
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of y derived from Eq. (2.9) can be used to recover x with performance
guarantees. However, in more general scenarios where the mapping function
F is unknown and may take a non-linear form2, the results of compressive
sensing theory do not hold in general. Then it becomes more favorable to
learn the coupled dictionaries from the training data using machine learning
techniques.
2.3.2 Formulation
Given an input signal y, the recovery of its latent signal x consists of two
sequential steps: rst to nd the sparse representation z of y in terms of Dy
according to Eq. (2.9), and then to estimate the latent signal as x^ = Dxz.
Since the goal of our dictionary learning is to minimize the recovery error of
kx  x^k22, we dene the following squared loss term:
L(Dx;Dy;x;y) =
1
2
kx Dxzk22: (2.11)
Then the optimal dictionary pair fDx;Dyg is found by minimizing the
empirical expectation of (2.11) over the training signal pairs,
min
Dx;Dy
1
N
NX
i=1
L(Dx;Dy;xi;yi)
s:t: zi = argmin

kyi  Dyk22 + kk1; for i = 1; 2; :::; N;
kDx(:; k)k2  1; kDy(:; k)k2  1; for k = 1; 2; :::; K:
(2.12)
Simply minimizing the above empirical loss does not guarantee that y can
be well represented by Dy. Therefore, we can add one more reconstruction
term to the loss function to ensure good representation of y,
L(Dx;Dy;xi;yi) =
1
2
 
kxi  Dxzik22 + (1  )kyi  Dyzik22

; (2.13)
where  (0 <   1) balances the two reconstruction errors.
2In the example of patch-based SR, the image degradation process F from HR space
to LR space is no longer a simple linear transformation of blurring and downsampling
if the signals in the LR space are represented as high frequency features of raw patches,
which is typically employed for better visual eect. We will discuss this in more detail in
Section 2.4.
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The objective function in (2.12) is highly nonlinear and nonconvex. We
propose to minimize it by alternatively optimizing over Dx and Dy while
keeping the other xed. When Dy is xed, the sparse representation zi can
be determined for each yi with Dy, and the problem in (2.12) reduces to
min
Dx
NX
i=1
1
2
kDxzi   xik22
s:t: zi = argmin

kyi  Dyk22 + kk1; for i = 1; 2; :::; N;
kDx(:; k)k2  1; for k = 1; 2; :::; K;
(2.14)
which is a quadratically constrained quadratic programing that can be solved
eciently using conjugate gradient descent [42]. When Dx is xed, the
optimization over Dy is more complicated and is discussed in the following.
2.3.3 Optimization for Dictionary Dy
Minimizing the loss function of Eq. (2.12) over Dy is a highly nonconvex
bilevel programming problem [82]. The upper-level optimization of (2.12)
depends on the variable zi, which is the optimum of the lower-level `
1-
minimization. To solve this bilevel problem, we employ the same descent
method developed in [38], which basically nds a descending direction along
which the objective function will decrease smoothly with a small step. For
easy of presentation, we drop the subscripts of xi, yi, and zi in the following.
Applying the chain rule, we can evaluate the descending direction as
@L
@Dy
=
1
2
 X
j2

@(Rx + (1  )Ry)
@zj
dzj
dDy
+ (1  ) @Ry
@Dy
!
; (2.15)
where we denote Rx = kDxz   xk22 and Ry = kDyz   yk22 as the recon-
struction residuals with representation z for x and y, respectively. zj is the
j-th element of z, and 
 denotes the index set for j such that the derivative
dzj=dDy is well dened. Let ~z denote the vector built with the elements
fzjgj2
, and ~Dx and ~Dy denote the dictionaries that consist of the columns
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in Dx and Dy associated with indices in 
. It is easy to nd that
@Rx
@ ~z
= 2 ~DTx (Dxz   x);
@Ry
@ ~z
= 2 ~DTy (Dyz   y);
@Ry
@Dy
= 2(Dyz   y)zT :
(2.16)
To evaluate the gradient in Eq. (2.15), we still need to nd the index set 

and the derivative d~z=dDy. However, there is no analytical link between ~z
and Dy. We use the technique developed in [38] to nd the derivative in the
following.
2.3.4 Sparse Derivative
For the Lasso problem in Eq. (2.9), we have the following condition for the
optimal z [83]:
@ky  Dyzk22
@zj
+  sign(zj) = 0; 8zj 6= 0: (2.17)
Accordingly, dene our index set as 
 = fjjzj 6= 0g, and we have
@ky   ~Dy ~zk22
@zj
+  sign(zj) = 0; 8j 2 
; (2.18)
or
~Dy
T ~Dy ~z   ~DyTy + sign(~z) = 0: (2.19)
It is easy to show that ~z is a continuous function of Dy [84]. Therefore, a
small perturbation in Dy will not change the signs of the elements in ~z. As
a result, we can apply the implicit dierentiation on Eq. (2.19) to obtain
@f ~DyT ~Dy ~z   ~DyTyg
@ ~Dy
=
@f   sign(~z)g
@ ~Dy
) @
~Dy
T ~Dy
@ ~Dy
~z + ~Dy
T ~Dy
@ ~z
@ ~Dy
  @
~Dy
T
y
@ ~Dy
= 0: (2.20)
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Then, we calculate the derivative as
@ ~z
@ ~Dy
=

~Dy
T ~Dy
 1 @ ~DyTy
@ ~Dy
  @
~Dy
T ~Dy
@ ~Dy
~z
!
; (2.21)
where we assume the solution to Eq. (2.9) is unique and ( ~Dy
T ~Dy)
 1 exists.
(2.21) only gives us the derivative of ~z with respect to ~Dy, which is associated
the index set 
. The other derivative elements of @zj=@Dy required in (2.15)
are simply set to zero, because it can be shown that the set 
 and the
signs of ~z will not change for a small perturbation in Dy as long as  is
not a transition point of y in terms of Dy [85]. As the chance for  to be
a transition point of y is low for any general distribution of y, (2.15) can
approximate the true gradient in expectation. A more rigid treatment of this
issue has been provided by Mairal et al. [26] which leads to an identical way
to calculate the sparse code derivative.
2.3.5 Algorithm Summarization
With the gradient calculated as in (2.15), we employ a projected stochastic
gradient descent procedure for the optimization of Dy due to its fast conver-
gence and good behavior in practice. Because of the high nonconvexity of the
bilevel optimization over Dy as well as the greedy nature of the alternative
optimization overDx andDy, we can only expect to nd a local minimum for
the learned coupled dictionaries, which is nevertheless sucient for practical
use as demonstrated in the experiments.
Algorithm 2.1 summarizes the complete procedures for our coupled dictio-
nary learning algorithm. Some explanation are provided below:
 Line 2: Dx and Dy can be initialized in various ways, e.g., using
the joint sparse coding in Section 2.2 or other standard sparse coding
methods.
 Line 6: (t) is the step size for stochastic gradient descent, which
shrinks in the rate of 1=t.
 Line 7: To satisfy the dictionary norm constraint, we normalize each
column of Dy to unit `
2-norm.
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Algorithm 2.1 Coupled Dictionary Training
1: input: training patch pairs f(xi;yi)gNi=1, and dictionary size K.
2: initial: initialize D
(0)
x and D
(0)
y , n = 0, t = 1.
3: repeat
4: for i = 1; 2; :::; N do
5: Compute gradient a = dL(D
(n)
x ;D
(n)
y ;xi;yi)=dDy according to
(2.15);
6: Update D
(n)
y =D
(n)
y   (t)  a;
7: Project the columns of D
(n)
y onto the unit ball;
8: t = t+ 1;
9: end for
10: Update D
(n+1)
y =D
(n)
y ;
11: Update D
(n+1)
x according to (2.14) with D
(n+1)
y ;
12: n = n+ 1;
13: until convergence
14: output: coupled dictionaries D
(n)
x and D
(n)
y .
The proposed coupled learning algorithm is generic, and hence can be
potentially applied to many signal recovery and computer vision tasks, e.g.,
image compression, texture transfer. In the following, we will focus on its
application to patch-based single image SR.
2.4 Image Super-resolution via Sparse Recovery
In this section, we discuss single image SR via sparse recovery, where the LR
image patches constitute an observable space Y and the HR image patches
constitute a latent space X . Coupled dictionary learning is applied to model
the mapping between the two spaces, and the learned dictionaries are used
to recover HR patch x for any given LR patch y.
2.4.1 Feature Extraction for SR
Instead of directly working on raw pixel values, we extract simple features
from HR/LR patches respectively as the signals in their coupled spaces. The
DC component is rst removed from each HR/LR patch because the mean
value of a patch is always preserved well through the mapping from HR
space to LR space. Also, we extract gradient features from the bicubic-
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interpolated LR image patches as in Yang et al. [13], since the median
frequency band in LR patches is believed to be more relevant to the missing
high frequency information. Finally, all the HR/LR patch signals (extracted
features) are normalized to unit length so that we do not need to worry about
the shrinkage eect of `1-norm minimization on the sparse representations.
As can be seen, the resultant HR/LR image patch (feature) pairs are tied by
a mapping function far more complex than the linear system considered in
most conventional inverse problems such as compressive sensing.
To train the coupled dictionaries, we sample a large number of training
HR/LR image patch pairs from an external database containing clean HR
images fXigni=1. Each HR image Xi is blurred, down-sampled and then
interpolated using bicubic function to generate the corresponding LR image
Yi with the same size as Xi. From these image pairs fXi;Yigni=1, we sample
N pairs of HR/LR patches of size pp, and extract the patch features using
the aforementioned procedures to obtain training data f(xi;yi)gNi=1. To avoid
sampling too many smooth patches which are less informative, we eliminate
those patches with small variances. Once the training data are prepared, the
coupled dictionaries Dx and Dy can be trained.
2.4.2 Patch-wise Sparse Recovery
In the testing phase, we basically perform the same patch-wise sparse SR
recovery as outlined in Section 2.2, but with the coupled dictionaries learned
using Algorithm 2.1. The input LR image Y is rst interpolated to the size of
the desired HR image, and then divided into a set of overlapping LR patches
of size p  p. For each LR image patch, we extract its feature y as in the
training phase, and compute its sparse code z with respect to the learned
dictionary Dy. z is then used to predict the underlying HR image patch as
x =Dxz, with the DC component and norm adjusted according to the input
LR patch. The predicted HR patches are tiled together to reconstruct the
HR image X, where the average is taken for pixels in the overlapping region
with multiple predictions. Algorithm 2.2 describes the sparse recovery SR
method in detail.
Since the magnitude information of a signal is lost in its sparse recovery
(typically kDxzk2 < kxk2), extra consideration is given when we recover the
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Algorithm 2.2 Super-Resolution via Sparse Recovery
1: input: coupled dictionaries Dx and Dy, LR image Y .
2: initialize: set HR image X = 0; upscale Y by bicubic interpolation.
3: for each pp patch yp in Y do
4: set m = mean(yp), r = kyp  mk2;
5: extract gradient feature y from the normalized patch (yp  m)=r;
6: nd sparse code z = argmin
1
2
kDy  yk22 + kk1;
7: recover HR patch feature x =Dxz;
8: recover HR image patch xp = (c r)  x=kxk2 +m;
9: add xp to the corresponding pixels in X;
10: end for
11: average multiple predictions on overlapping pixels of X;
12: output: HR image X.
norm of HR image patches. From the raw training patches, we observe that
the norm of a zero-mean HR image patch is approximately proportional to the
norm of its zero-mean interpolated LR image patch. The proportional factor
c (in the line 8 of Algorithm 2.2) is a constant greater than 1,3 depending on
the SR upscaling factor. E.g., c = 1:2 is found by linear regression for the
upscaling factor of 2.
2.4.3 Eciency Improvements
The patch-wise sparse recovery approach can produce SR images of superior
quality. However, the high computational cost associated with this approach
has limited its practical use in real applications. To produce one SR image
of moderate size, we need to process thousands of patches, each of which
involves solving an `1-regularized minimization problem. Therefore, reduc-
ing the number of patches to process and nding a fast solver for the `1
minimization problem are the two directions for eciency improvement. In
the following, we briey discuss a selective patch processing strategy and a
feed-forward sparse coding approximation model that can signicantly speed
up our algorithm without much compromise on SR performance.
Natural images typically contain large smooth regions as well as strong
discontinuities, such as edges and corners. Although simple interpolation
methods for image upscaling, e.g., bilinear and bicubic interpolation, will
3HR image patches have better contrast, and consequently have larger magnitudes
compared with their LR versions.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of RMSE in SR reconstruction between sparse
recovery and bicubic interpolation. Sparse recovery performs better in
regions indicated by red color; bicubic interpolation performs better in
regions indicated by blue color; the two perform similarly in the remaining
regions shaded in dark.
result in noticeable artifacts in regions with texture and edges, they perform
reasonably well on smooth regions. This is supported by the observation from
Fig. 2.1, where we upscale (by factor of 2) each patch in the \Lena" image
using both bicubic interpolation and sparse recovery, and compare their
respective Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The red color indicates regions
where our sparse recovery outperforms the bicubic interpolation in terms of
RMSE; the blue color indicates regions where bicubic interpolation is better;
and the two methods are comparable in the regions shaded in dark. From
this gure, we can conclude: 1) the overall performance of the sparse recovery
algorithm is better than the bicubic interpolation in most cases; 2) sparse
recovery performs much better than bicubic interpolation in regions with
edges and rich textures; and 3) sparse recovery and bicubic interpolation are
comparable on large smooth regions. This observation suggests that we can
selectively process those highly textured regions using the computationally
more expensive sparse recovery technique, and apply the more economical
bicubic interpolation for the remaining smooth regions. Here, we identify
regions with edges and textures by simply measuring the variance of each
image patch: if the variance of an image patch exceeds a threshold, we
process it using sparse recovery; otherwise, bicubic interpolation is applied
to estimate the HR image patch.
Another way to accelerate the sparse recovery method is to use an ecient
algorithm to nd the sparse codes which otherwise have to be solved from
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the `1 minimization problem. Several recent works have proposed to nd
the fast approximation of the sparse code by learning feed-forward neural
network models [86, 87, 81]. Given examples of input vectors paired with the
corresponding optimal sparse codes (obtained by conventional optimization
methods), these neural network models try to learn an ecient parameterized
non-linear encoder function to predict the optimal sparse codes. In this work,
we employ the network structure proposed in [81] to eciently nd the sparse
codes for LR image patches.
2.5 From Sparse Coding to Deep Network
Neural networks can not only speed up the computation of sparse coding,
but also provide a new framework for optimizing all the SR processing steps
from end to end with deep architectures. Deep networks have been used for
image SR in [88, 89] and achieved impressive improvements. However, it is
not clear what kind of priors these deep networks have learned and enforced
on HR images, since their structures are designed in a more or less intuitive
way and have no correspondence to other shallow models.
In this section, we introduce a recurrent neural network (RNN), which
closely mimics the behavior of sparse coding and at the same time benets
from end-to-end optimization over training data. We demonstrate through
this novel network that a good model structure capturing correct image
prior still plays a crucial role in regularizing SR solution even when we have
sucient modeling capacity and training data.
2.5.1 LISTA Network for Sparse Coding
One key building block in our RNN model is based on the work in [81], where
a Learned Iterative Shrinkage and Thresholding Algorithm (LISTA) is used
to learn a feed-forward network to eciently approximate sparse coding. As
illustrated in Fig. 2.2, the LISTA network takes signal y as its input and
outputs the sparse code  as it would be obtained by solving (2.9) for a
given dictionary Dy. The network has a nite number of recurrent stages,
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Figure 2.2: A LISTA network [81] with 2 time-unfolded recurrent stages,
whose output  is an approximation of the sparse code of input signal y.
The linear weights W , S and the shrinkage thresholds  are learned from
data.
each of which updates the intermediate sparse code according to
zk+1 = h(Wy + Szk); (2.22)
where h is an element-wise shrinkage function dened as
[h(a)]i = sign(ai)(jaij   i)+: (2.23)
Dierent from the iterative shrinkage and thresholding algorithm (ISTA)
[90, 91] which nds an analytical relationship between network parameters
(weightsW , S and thresholds ) and sparse coding parameters (Dy and ),
the authors of [81] learn all the network parameters from training data using
a back-propagation algorithm called learned ISTA (LISTA). In this way, a
good approximation of the underlying sparse code can be obtained after a
xed small number of recurrent stages.
2.5.2 Recurrent Network for Image SR
Given the fact that sparse coding can be eectively implemented with a
LISTA network, it is straightforward to formulate our RNN model that
strictly mimics the processing ow of the sparse coding based SR method
[13] with multiple layers of neural networks. Same as most patch-based SR
methods, our network takes the bicubic-upscaled LR image Iy as input, and
outputs the full HR image Ix. Fig. 2.3 shows the main network structure,
and each of the layers is described in the following.
The input image Iy rst goes through a convolutional layer H which
extracts feature for each LR patch. There are my lters of spatial size
sysy in this layer, so that our input patch size is sysy and its feature
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Figure 2.3: Top left: the proposed RNN network with a patch extraction
layer H , a LISTA sub-network for sparse coding (with k recurrent stages
denoted by the dashed box), a HR patch recovery layer Dx, and a patch
combination layer G. Top right: a neuron with adjustable threshold
decomposed into two linear scaling layers and a unit-threshold neuron.
Bottom: our RNN network re-organized with unit-threshold neurons and
adjacent linear layers merged together in the gray boxes.
representation y has dimension my.
Each LR patch y is then fed into a LISTA network with k recurrent stages
to obtain its sparse code  2 Rn. Each stage of LISTA consists of two linear
layers parameterized byW 2 Rnmy and S 2 Rnn, and a nonlinear neuron
layer with activation function h. The activation thresholds  2 Rn are also
to be updated during training, which complicates the learning algorithm. To
restrict all the tunable parameters in our linear layers, we do a simple trick
to rewrite the activation function as
[h(a)]i = sign(ai)i(jaij=i   1)+ = ih1(ai=i): (2.24)
Eq. (2.24) indicates the original neuron with adjustable threshold can be
decomposed into two linear scaling layers and a unit-threshold neuron, as
shown in the top-right of Fig. 2.3. The weights of the two scaling layers are
diagonal matrices dened by  and its element-wise reciprocal, respectively.
The sparse code  is then multiplied with HR dictionary Dx 2 Rmxn in
the next linear layer, reconstructing HR patch x of size sxsx = mx.
In the nal layer G, all the recovered patches are put back to the corre-
sponding positions in the HR image Ix. This is realized via a convolutional
lter of mx channels with spatial size sgsg. The size sg is determined as the
number of neighboring patches that overlap with a center HR patch in each
spatial direction. The lter will assign appropriate weights to the overlapped
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pixels recovered from dierent patches and take their weighted average as
the nal prediction in Ix.
As illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 2.3, after some simple reorganizations
of the layer connections, the network described above has some adjacent
linear layers which can be merged into a single layer. This helps to reduce
the computation load as well as redundant parameters in the network. The
layers H and G are not merged because we apply additional nonlinear
normalization operations on patches y and x, which will be detailed in
Section 2.6.
Thus, there are totally 5 trainable layers in our network: 2 convolutional
layers H and G, and 3 linear layers shown as gray boxes in Fig. 2.3. The
k recurrent layers share the same weights and are therefore conceptually
regarded as one. Note that all the linear layers are actually implemented
as convolutional layers applied on each patch with lter spatial size of 11.
Also note that all these layers only have weights but no biases (zero biases).
Mean square error (MSE) is employed as the cost function to train the
network, and our optimization objective can be expressed as
min

X
i
kRNN(I(i)y ;)  I(i)x k22; (2.25)
where I
(i)
y and I
(i)
x are the i-th pair of LR/HR training data, andRNN(Iy;)
denotes the HR image for Iy predicted using the RNN model with param-
eter set . All the parameters are optimized through the standard back-
propagation algorithm. Although it is possible to use other cost terms that
are more correlated with human visual perception than MSE, our experimen-
tal results show that simply minimizing MSE also leads to improvement in
subjective quality.
2.5.3 Network Cascade for Scalable SR
Like most SR models learned from external training examples, the RNN
discussed previously can only generate HR images for a xed upscaling ratio.
A dierent model needs to be trained for each scaling factor to achieve the
best performance, which limits the exibility and scalability in practical use.
One way to overcome this diculty is to repeatedly enlarge the image by a
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(a) LR image
(b) bicubic4 (c) RNN2 & bicubic2
(d) RNN4 (e) RNN2 & RNN2
Figure 2.4: SR results for Lena image upscaled by 4 times. (a) ! (b) !
(d) represents the processing ow with a single RNN4 model. (a) ! (c)
! (e) represents the processing ow with two cascaded RNN2 models.
xed scale until the resulting HR image reaches a desired size. This practice
is commonly adopted in the self-similarity based methods [34, 35, 89], but
is not so popular in other cases for the fear of error accumulation during
repetitive upscaling.
In our case, however, it is observed that a cascade of RNNs (CRNN) trained
for small scaling factors can generate even better SR results than a single
RNN trained for a large scaling factor, especially when the target upscaling
factor is large (greater than 2). The example shown in Fig. 2.4 tells part of the
underlying reason. Here an input image (a) is magnied by 4 times using a
single RNN4 model (d), as well as using a cascade of two RNN2 models
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Figure 2.5: Training cascade of RNNs with multi-scale objectives.
(e). It can be seen that the cascaded network generates a more natural-
looking image for the complex object structures in the enlarged regions, while
the single network produces notable artifacts. By further comparing the
bicubic input to the single RNN4 (b) with the input to the second cascaded
RNN2 (c), we nd the latter one is much shaper and has much fewer
artifacts along the edges. This indicates that (c) contains more relevant
information but less noise than (b), and therefore it is easier to restore the
HR image from (c) than from (b).
To get a better understanding of the above observation, we can draw a
loose analogy between the SR process and a communication system. Bicubic
interpolation is like a noisy channel through which an image is \transmitted"
from LR domain to HR domain. And our RNN model (or any SR algorithm)
behaves as a receiver which recovers clean signal from noisy observation. A
CRNN is then like a set of relay stations that enhance signal-to-noise ratio
before the signal becomes too weak for further transmission. Therefore, cas-
cading will work only when each RNN can restore enough useful information
to compensate for the new artifacts it introduces as well as the magnied
artifacts from previous stages. This is why it will not help if we simply break
a bicubic4 operation into two sequential bicubic2 operations.
The CRNN is also a deep network, in which the output of each RNN
is connected to the input of the next one with bicubic interpolation in the
between. To construct the cascade, besides stacking several RNNs trained
individually with respect to (2.25), we can also optimize all of them jointly
as shown in Fig. 2.5. Without loss of generality, we assume each RNN in
the cascade has the same scaling factor s. Let I0 denote the input image of
original size, and I^j (j>0) denote the output image of the j-th RNN upscaled
by a total of sj times. Each I^j can be compared with its associated ground
truth image Ij according to the MSE cost, leading to a multi-scale objective
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function:
min
fjg
X
i
X
j
RNN(I^(i)j 1"s;j)  I(i)j 2
2
; (2.26)
where i denotes the data index, and j denotes the RNN index. I"s is the
bicubic interpolated image of I by a factor of s. This multi-scale objective
function makes full use of the supervision information in all the scales, sharing
a similar idea as the deeply supervised network [92] for recognition. All the
layer parameters fjg in (2.26) could be optimized from end to end by back
propagation. We use a greedy algorithm here to train each RNN sequentially
in the order they appear in the cascade so that we do not need to care about
the gradient of bicubic layers. Applying back propagation through a bicubic
layer or its trainable surrogate will be considered in future work.
2.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we apply our coupled dictionary learning method to single
image SR. For training, we sample 200;000 HR/LR 55 image patch (fea-
ture) pairs from a standard training set containing 91 images. For testing,
the publicly available benchmarks Set5 [93] and Set14 [94] are used which
contain 5 and 14 images respectively. All the LR images are obtained by
downsampling and then upsampling the HR images by a desired upscaling
factor. We use K=512 atoms in the learned coupled dictionaries unless
otherwise stated. Initialized from the learned dictionary pairs, a RNN model
is then trained with the CUDA ConvNet package [95]. Experiments are run
on a workstation with 12 Intel Xeon 2.67GHz CPUs and 1 GTX680 GPU.
2.6.1 Analysis of Coupled Dictionary Training
We use the joint dictionary training approach by Yang et al. [13] as the
baseline for comparison with our coupled training method. To ensure fair
comparisons, we use the same training data for both methods, and employ
exactly the same procedure to recover the HR image patches. Furthermore,
to better manifest the advantages of our coupled training, we use the same
Dx learned by joint dictionary training as our pre-dened dictionary for
HR image patches, as shown in Fig. 2.6, and optimize only Dy to improve
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Figure 2.6: The learned high-resolution image patch dictionary Dx.
sparse recovery. This is clearly not the optimal choice, since Dx can be
updated along with the optimization of Dy according to Algorithm 2.1. The
optimization converges very quickly, typically in less than 5 iterations.
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Figure 2.7: (a). Percentages of pixel-wise RMSE reduced by our coupled
training method compared with joint dictionary training method. (b)
Pixel-wise RMSE of the recovered HR image patches (normalized and
zero-mean) using our coupled dictionary training method.
To validate the eectiveness of our coupled dictionary training, we rst
compare the recovery accuracy of both dictionary training methods on a
validation set, which includes 100;000 normalized image patch pairs sampled
independently from the training set. Note that here we focus on evaluating
the recovery accuracy for the zero-mean and normalized HR patch signal-
s instead of the actual HR image pixels, thus isolating the aect of any
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Figure 2.8: SR results upscaled by factor 2, using joint dictionary training
(top row) and our method (bottom row). 0/1/2-pixel overlapping between
adjacent patches are used for the Flower/Lena/Street image, respectively.
application-specic technical details (e.g., patch overlapping, contrast nor-
malization, etc). Fig. 2.7 (a) shows the pixel-wise RMSE improvement using
our coupled dictionary training method over the previous joint dictionary
training method. It can be seen that our approach signicantly reduces the
recovery error in all pixel locations, which veries the eectiveness of our
training approach for sparse signal recovery.
For patch-based SR algorithms, the common practice is to recover each
overlapping HR image patch independently, and then fuse the multiple pixel
predictions in overlapping regions by simple averaging or other more sophisti-
cated operation. Such a strategy is empirically supported by the error pattern
observed in Fig. 2.7 (b): large recovery errors are most likely to occur at the
corner and boundary pixels in a patch. Therefore, even with only one pixel
overlapping between adjacent patches, the inaccurate predictions or outliers
are expected to be suppressed signicantly. However, such an improvement
in accuracy is obtained at the cost of computation time, which increases
almost quadratically with the amount of overlapping. In Fig. 2.8, the SR
results by upscaling factor of 2 are compared on various real images between
joint dictionary training and our coupled dictionary training with dierent
amounts of patch overlapping between adjacent patches. As shown, the
results by our method are free of artifacts no matter how much overlapping
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Figure 2.9: The eects of pixel overlapping on PSNRs of the recovered
images using dierent dictionary training methods. Our training method
with 0-pixel overlapping can achieve the same level of performance as joint
training with 3-pixel overlapping.
is used; in contrast, the artifacts introduced by joint dictionary training are
always visible even up to 2-pixel overlapping. Actually, the artifacts of joint
dictionary training will remain noticeable unless the overlapping increases to
3 pixels (note that the patch size is only 55).
Quantitatively, Fig. 2.9 shows the changes of the recovery PSNRs on both
\Lena" and \Flower" as we increase the overlapping pixels between adjacent
patches. For reference, we also show the PSNRs of the bicubic interpolation
for both images with horizontal dashed lines. Our method outperforms bicu-
bic notably even with 0-pixel patch overlapping, and continues to improve
as overlapping increases. The PSNR for joint training is initially lower than
bicubic, but increases substantially with more overlapping. One interesting
observation is that our method does not benet from pixel overlapping as
much as joint dictionary training does; this is because our recovery is already
close to the ground truth, and subsequently taking the average can not
improve the accuracy too much. However, overlapping seems critical for
the success of joint dictionary training for recovery. Another important
observation is that the recovery using our training method with 0-pixel patch
overlapping can achieve approximately the same level of performance as
joint training with 3-pixel patch overlapping, with reduction in computation
by more than 6 times. This advantage is crucial especially for real time
applications and mobile devices.
Patch size is another important consideration in patch-based SR. When the
patch is too small, the spatial correlation cannot be fully exploited. On the
other hand, if the patch is too large, the signals become more diversied and
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Table 2.1: PSNR of the SR result of the \Lena" image. Dierent patch
sizes are tried with a xed dictionary size of 512 and 2-pixel overlapping
between patches.
Patch size 33 55 77
PSNR 34.03 34.67 33.97
Table 2.2: Thresholding eects on SR recovery accuracy and processing
time with sparse codes found as the exact solution of `1-norm minimization,
tested on three images with dierent size.
Threshold on  0 10 20 30 40 50
Lena (128128) RMSE 4.71 4.71 4.73 4.76 4.81 4.87
Time(s) 62.0 42.4 28.9 20.8 17.2 13.5
Flower (10699) RMSE 4.20 4.21 4.22 4.24 4.27 4.32
Time(s) 39.2 29.9 20.4 15.8 11.5 8.9
Face (127129) RMSE 4.32 4.33 4.36 4.42 4.46 4.50
Time(s) 60.1 48.8 30.1 16.6 10.3 6.7
the assumption of sparse representation cannot hold for a small dictionary.
Table 2.1 shows that patch size of 55 is optimal for a dictionary with 512
atoms. But in any case, the dictionaries learned with coupled training has
much higher PSNR than than bicubic interpolation.
2.6.2 Algorithm Eciency
As discussed in Section 2.4, we threshold the standard deviation  of LR input
image patches to adaptively decide whether to apply the sparse recovery or
the bicubic interpolation for HR patches reconstruction. Table 2.2 shows
the eects of the threshold on recovery accuracy and computation time for
upscaling by a factor of 2, where the sparse recovery is based on the exact
sparse code solution of the optimization problem. For all the three images,
the computation time is reduced signicantly as the threshold increases, while
the increase in recovery RMSEs is marginal (only 3%4%), which is visually
imperceptible. The results indicate that the test images contain a large
portion of smooth regions that can be skipped in processing, which is a
phenomenon one can expect on most generic natural images.
Table 2.3 shows the eects of the threshold on recovery accuracy and com-
putation time for the neural network approximation. First, the same trends
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Table 2.3: Thresholding eects on SR recovery accuracy and processing
time with sparse codes found via neural network inference, tested on three
images with dierent size.
Threshold on  0 10 20 30 40 50
Lena (128128) RMSE 4.79 4.79 4.80 4.83 4.87 4.92
Time(s) 6.5 5.2 4.4 3.8 3.5 3.3
Flower (10699) RMSE 4.32 4.32 4.33 4.34 4.36 4.39
Time(s) 4.1 3.5 2.9 2.5 2.3 2.1
Face (127129) RMSE 4.38 4.39 4.42 4.46 4.49 4.52
Time(s) 6.2 5.6 4.4 3.5 3.0 2.8
Figure 2.10: Image quality comparison for dierent acceleration
congurations. Top: `1-norm minimization; bottom: neural network
approximation. From left to right: standard deviation thresholds of 0, 10,
20, 30.
as in Table 2.2 are observed: when the threshold increases, the recovery
RMSEs increase slowly, but the computation time drops remarkably. In
addition, by collating the results in Table 2.2 and 2.3, we can see the neural
network model signicantly reduces the computation time for processing
the same number of patches (same threshold) compared with the original
exact `1-norm minimization, only at the cost of marginal increase in RMSE,
which again is hardly perceivable in the visual quality. In Fig. 2.10, we show
the visual quality of the 2-times upscaled \Face" images for both `1-norm
minimization and neural network approximation with dierent thresholds
on . The dierences between `1-norm minimization and neural network
approximation and between variant thresholds for both methods are visually
unnoticeable, which validates our strategies of selective patch processing and
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Figure 2.11: Some 55 lters in layer Dx are shown in (a). Top row: initial
lters from coupled dictionary; bottom row: trained lters in RNN. Power
spectral densities (in percentage) averaged over all 512 lters before/after
training are plotted in (b)/(c).
Table 2.4: Eect of training data augmentation on the performance of RNN
on Set5 for scaling up by 2 times.
training data translation +scaling +rotation
PSNR 36.65 36.81 36.97
neural network for fast sparse inference.
2.6.3 Analysis of RNN
To illustrate the benets of joint training in RNN, we examine how the lters
learned by RNN have changed from their initial values given by coupled
dictionary learning. Fig. 2.11 (a) visualizes some 55 lters in the layer
of Dx. It is found that the learned lters (bottom row) still have similar
structures as the initial ones (top row), but with thinner edges and ner
details. The power spectral densities for the lters of coupled dictionary
and RNN are plotted in (b) and (c) respectively, where spatial frequency
increases from top-left to bottom-right in two directions. We can see there
is a deciency of energy in mid-band frequency for the initial lters, while
the energy distribution is more balanced in RNN's lters. This indicates the
potential of our RNN to recover a richer variety of signal patterns.
Data augmentation plays an important role in training deep networks,
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Table 2.5: Eect of dictionary size on the PSNR performances of sparse
coding and RNN on Set5 for scaling up by 2 times.
n 128 256 512
SC 35.61 35.74 35.95
RNN 36.87 36.93 36.97
Table 2.6: Eect of network structure on PSNR performance on Set5, for
dierent SR scaling factors.
upscale factor 1:5 2 3 4
RNN2, k=1 40.12 36.92 33.03 30.73
RNN2, k=2 40.17 36.97 33.06 30.77
RNN2, k=3 40.19 37.01 33.12 30.81
RNN1:5, k=2 40.16 36.44 30.38 29.09
RNN3, k=2 39.89 36.79 32.94 30.70
RNN4, k=2 39.72 36.59 32.82 30.60
CRNN, k=2 40.17 36.97 33.16 30.93
especially when the training set is small as in our case. Three types of
image transform are used to augment our training set: translation, scaling
and rotation. We have about 0.18 million training samples generated from 91
images when all the augmentations are used. Table 2.4 shows that the PSNR
of RNN on Set5 gets improved consistently as each of these augmentations
is added in sequel.
Besides using a large dictionary of size n=512, we also train RNNs with
smaller dictionaries and compare their performances with our sparse coding
(SC) method in Table 2.5. For all the n's, RNN signicantly outperforms
SC from which it is initialized. And the PSNR achieved by RNN drops more
gracefully than SC when n is reduced from 512 to 128.
In Table 2.6, the eect of dierent network structures is investigated. First,
we compare dierent numbers of recurrent stages k for the RNN2 model.
As k increases from 1 to 3, the PSNR is slightly improved by less than 0.1dB.
We x k=2 in all the experiments below.
Second, we apply the same RNN2 model one or more times for scaling
factors other than 2, and compare it with the RNNs trained for a particular
scale. It is observed such simple cascade (without training as a cascade
network) can perform as well as the scale-specic model for small scaling
factor (1.5), and much better for large scaling factors (3 and 4). Note that the
cascade of RNN1:5 does not lead to good results since artifacts quickly get
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Table 2.7: Time consumption (s) for RNN to upscale the \baby" image
from 256256 to 512512 under dierent settings.
n=128 n=256 n=512
k=1 0.351 0.679 1.852
k=2 0.434 1.012 3.172
k=3 0.516 1.347 4.492
amplied through many repetitive upscalings. Therefore, we use RNN2 as
the default building block for CRNN in the following, and drop the notation
2 when there is no ambiguity.
Finally, the last row in Table 2.6 shows that a CRNN trained using the
multi-scale objective in Eq. (2.26) can further improve the SR results for
scaling factors 3 and 4, as the second RNN in the cascade becomes less
sensitive to the artifacts generated by the rst one.
The computation time of upscaling an image of typical size using our GPU
implementation is listed in Table 2.7 for various network settings. The RNN
model is ecient compared with most state-of-the-art SR algorithms, and its
complexity can be reduced a lot by using smaller dictionary size n and fewer
recurrent stages k, which cause little performance degradation as shown in
Table 2.5 and 2.6. Note that without GPU parallelization, it takes 13.62s to
upscale the same image using a network with n = 512 and k = 1.
2.6.4 Visual Comparison with State of the Arts
Our SC and CRNN methods are compared with the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) based SR method [88], which is most related to our models
among the exiting state-of-the-art methods. As can be seen from the testing
results in Fig. 2.12, SC can generate plausible HR images and does a good
job in homogeneous regions. CRNN produces much sharper edges and tex-
tures with ner details. CNN can also recover sharp edges, but introduces
noticeable artifacts along long edges as shown in the enlarged areas.
The test image \barbara" in Fig. 2.13 is more challenging since it has many
high frequency textures which neither CNN nor our CRNN can handle well.
Nevertheless, the textures generated by CRNN are visually more appealing
and look more natural than those given by CNN.
Fig. 2.14 shows the SR results on the \chip" image produced by more
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(a) SC (b) CNN [88] (c) CRNN
Figure 2.12: SR results given by (a) SC, (b) CNN [88] and (c) CRNN. Each
row from top to bottom: the \monarch" image upscaled by 3; the \bird"
image upscaled by 4; the \zebra" image upscaled by 3.
(a) ground truth (b) CNN [88] (c) CRNN
Figure 2.13: The \barbara" image upscaled by 3.
methods including the basic bicubic interpolation, self-example based method
(SE) [35], deep network cascade (DNC) [89] and CNN [88]. The SE method
leads to sever artifacts when it fails to nd good enough self examples. The
DNC gives the sharpest edges but cannot recover the corners of the characters
well. CRNN improves the sharpness of SC remarkably and can correctly
recover all the details of complex patterns.
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(a) bicubic (b) SE [35] (c) SC
(d) DNC [89] (e) CNN [88] (f) CRNN
Figure 2.14: The \chip" image upscaled by 4.
The perceptual advantage of our RNN model is further conrmed by the
subject test as described below.
2.6.5 Subjective Evaluation
We also conduct a subjective evaluation of several popular SR methods,
including bicubic interpolation, Freedman et al. [35], Glasner et al. [34],
Yang et al. [96], Chu et al. [97], Wang et al. [98], as well as our coupled sparse
coding (Section 2.4) and recurrent neural network (Section 2.5). Ground
truth HR images are also included when they are available as references.
Each of the human subjects participating in the evaluation is shown a set
of HR image pairs obtained using two dierent methods for the same LR
image. For each pair, the subject needs to decide which one is better than
the other in terms of perceptual quality. The image pairs are drawn from
all the competitive methods randomly, and the images winning the pairwise
comparison will be compared again in the next round until the best one is
selected. A snapshot of our evaluation web page4 is shown in Fig. 2.15.
We have observed a total of 223 visits to our website which gave 1,086
eective pairwise comparisons over 6 images with dierent scaling factors
4http://www.ifp.illinois.edu/~wang308/survey/index.php
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Figure 2.15: The user interface of a web-based image quality evaluation,
where two images are displayed side by side and local details can be
magnied by moving mouse over the corresponding region.
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Figure 2.16: Distribution of the number of image groups completed by each
user.
(\Kid"4, \Chip"4, \Statue"4, \Lion"3, \Temple"3 and \Train"3).
Not every user completed all the comparisons but their partial responses
are still useful. The distribution of the number of image groups each user
completes is shown in Fig. 2.16. Only half of all the visitors actually re-
sponded to the evaluation, and there are about 1/3 visitors completing all
the comparisons.
All the evaluation results can be summarized into a 99 winning matrix
W for the 9 methods (including ground truth), based on which we t a
Bradley-Terry [99] model to estimate the subjective score for each method so
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Figure 2.17: Subjective SR quality score for dierent methods. The ground
truth has score 1.
that they can be ranked. In the Bradley-Terry model, the probability that
an object X is favored over Y is assumed to be
p(X  Y ) = e
sX
esX + esY
=
1
1 + esY  sX
; (2.27)
where sX and sY are the subjective scores for X and Y . The scores s for all
the objects can be jointly estimated by maximizing the log likelihood of the
pairwise comparison observations:
max
s
X
i;j
wij log

1
1 + esj si

; (2.28)
where wij is the (i; j)-th element in the winning matrix W , representing
the number of times when method i is favored over method j. We use the
Newton-Raphson method to solve Eq. (2.28) and set the score for ground
truth method as 1 to avoid the scale ambiguity.
Fig. 2.17 shows the estimated scores for 8 SR methods in our evaluation.
As expected, all the SR methods have much lower scores than ground truth,
showing the great challenge in SR problem. Also, the bicubic interpolation is
signicantly worse than other SR methods. Our RNN method outperforms
other previous state-of-the-art methods by a large margin, which veries that
RNN can produce visually more pleasant HR images than other approaches.
We notice the subjects participating in our evaluation use a variety of
devices ranging from mobile phones to high-end desktops. The statistics
of the screen size are shown in Fig. 2.18. To study the inuence of screen
size on viewing experience, we divide the users into three groups with their
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Figure 2.18: Distribution of screen size of eective users.
screen sizes in the intervals of [0; 1100), [1100; 1500) and [1500; 2000). The
subjective scores evaluated for each group are shown in Fig. 2.19. The scores
evaluated for mid-size screen are similar to those in the overall evaluation in
Fig. 2.17, which represents the situation of the majority of users. For the
large and small screen sizes, we nd Glasner et al. [34] and RNN both have
high scores compared with other methods. However, the results on Glasner
et al. are not reliable since there is only one SR image generated by this
method available for evaluation. Therefore, our results indicate screen size
is not a crucial factor for judging the visual quality of SR images.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose a novel coupled dictionary training method for
single image SR based on patch-wise sparse recovery. The coupled dictionary
training enforces that the sparse representation derived from a LR image
patch in terms of the LR dictionary can well reconstruct its HR version
with the HR patch dictionary. Compared with the previous joint dictionary
training method, our algorithm improves the recovery accuracy notably, and
at the same time removes recovery artifacts. Furthermore, we employ a
neural network model for fast approximation of sparse coding and joint
training of the whole SR pipeline which further improves recovery accuracy.
In both objective and subjective evaluations, our network implementation of
sparse coding model demonstrates much better performance than previous
state-of-the-art methods.
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Figure 2.19: Subjective SR quality scores for user groups with small (a),
median (b) and large (c) screen sizes.
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CHAPTER 3
DISCRIMINANT DICTIONARY LEARNING
FOR HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGES
In this chapter, we show that the sparse property of image signals can
not only be exploited in recovery tasks, but also play an important role in
recognition tasks, e.g., the hyperspectral image classication. As in the case
of signal recovery, dictionaries trained specically for discriminative goals can
signicantly improve recognition performances.
3.1 Introduction
Hyperspectral Imagery (HSI) is an important tool in remote sensing, which
can measure the distinct radiance patterns of dierent ground materials; and
it is widely applied in agriculture, the military, mineralogy, etc. [100, 101].
Each pixel in a hyperspectral image is a vector with hundreds or thousands of
entries corresponding to spectral bands spanning a wide range of frequencies.
Due to the high dimensionality of the pixels, it is very dicult to estimate the
distribution of hyperspectral data especially with limited training samples,
which poses a big challenge to the classication task.
To deal with the curse of dimensionality, dimension reduction techniques
have been exploited, including feature extraction and feature selection ap-
proaches [102]. Unfortunately, some discriminative information will get lost
if too many dimensions are discarded. In the past decade, kernel methods
such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been widely used for classifying
high dimensional data, and have achieved great success in HSI applications
[103, 104]. However, the kernel trick employed in SVM is not scalable to
large data sets and requires proper tuning of regularization parameters.
More recently, Sparse Representation-based Classication (SRC) [15] has
been applied to HSI classication, which enjoys a straightforward generative
interpretation and also achieves competitive results [48, 49]. Sparse represen-
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tation expresses a signal as the linear combination of very few atoms from an
over-complete dictionary, and the resulting sparse code can reveal its class
information if signals from dierent classes lie in dierent subspaces. The
eectiveness of SRC has already been demonstrated in face recognition [15],
expression recognition [105], speaker verication [106], hand written digits
[46], and general images [107]. Good performance on HSI classication is also
expected because the high correlation among dierent bands of hyperspectral
images intrinsically induces a low dimensional manifold in which samples can
be sparsely represented.
A good dictionary characterizing the subspace structure of each class is the
key factor for SRC to attain high classication accuracy. Conventionally, an
SRC dictionary is constructed by directly including all the training samples
[15, 48], which is not ecient for HSI data when a huge number of data
samples are available. Random sampling or clustering methods such as
K-means can give a compact dictionary. However, generative as well as
discriminative capabilities are lost in such sub-optimal dictionaries. Lately,
there has been active research in the computer vision and machine learning
communities studying the design of compact dictionaries driven by large-scale
training data. Generative approaches, such as Method of Optimal Direction
(MOD) [39], K-SVD [40, 108], projected gradient [49], and convex relaxed
l1 formulations [42, 43], have focused on minimizing signal reconstruction
errors. For better performance on classication, discrimination costs have
been incorporated in the dictionary design in a supervised manner; e.g.,
concatenating labels with signals in [109], combining with linear discriminant
analysis in [110], and regularizing sparse codes pattern in [46]. Classication
models other than SRC, such as linear classier [38, 111, 24] and logistic
regression [47, 112, 26], have also been used with sparse codes as inputs.
However, it is unclear how the discrimination metrics used in existing meth-
ods are geared to the mechanism of SRC.
In this chapter, a new dictionary learning algorithm is proposed particular-
ly for classication of hyperspectral data using a generic SRC classier. We
optimize the dictionary by minimizing the hinge loss of residual dierence
between competing classes, which is inspired by the idea behind the Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) [50]. The LVQ technique was rst applied to
dictionary learning by Chen et al. [113] for HSI classication in an ad-hoc
way; while here we adapt the philosophy of LVQ to SRC in a more principled
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manner and hence name the algorithm Learning Sparse Representation-based
Classication (LSRC). The resultant dictionary updating rules mimic the
\pulling" and \pushing" actions of LVQ, generating more discriminative
atomic features that are useful for separating similar classes.
Besides spectral information, modeling the spatial dependency between the
labels of neighboring pixels is also important for HSI classication. Spatial in-
formation has been previously used in morphological pre-processing [114, 115]
or post-processing steps [116] independent of classication; and it has also
been exploited with SVM classiers simultaneously by composite kernels
[117, 118] or a Markov Random Field (MRF) [119]. In methods based on
sparse representation, joint sparsity model [48] and block-wise joint sparsity
model [49] have been employed to enforce the spatial consistency of sparse
codes. All the above-mentioned methods are eective in enhancing the spatial
smoothness of the same class labels; however, they are unable to capture
the co-occurrence of dierent classes within a neighborhood. To address
this problem, we propose a patch-based Bayesian network with a kernel-
smoothed spatial dependency that fully characterizes the joint distribution
of neighboring pixels' labels and at the same time takes a compact parametric
form. More importantly, the sparse representation model for a single pixel
spectrum can be combined with the spatial Bayesian network in a unied
probabilistic framework, which allows us to apply the same LSRC algorithm
in optimizing our dictionary with spatial contextual information taken into
account. It is observed that both the proposed spatial Bayesian network
and the dictionary trained with spatial context can further improve the
classication performance.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We rst introduce
the background of SRC and the framework of LSRC dictionary design in-
spired by LVQ techniques in Section 3.2. An online dictionary optimization
algorithm is then presented in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, spatial information
is further incorporated in our dictionary learning model, leading to superior
classication results on several HSI images as demonstrated by the experi-
ments in Section 3.5. Concluding remarks are given in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Dictionary Learning for Sparse
Representation-based Classication
3.2.1 Sparse Representation-based Classication (SRC)
Sparse representation has been shown to be eective in describing high-
dimensional hyperspectral data, which intrinsically lie on a low-dimensional
manifold [48, 49]. Suppose we have a data set containing N labeled HSI
pixels of m spectral channels coming from C classes: fxi; yigi=1:::N , xi 2 Rm,
yi 2 f1:::Cg. For each class c, there exists a dictionary Dc 2 Rmnc of nc
atoms, such that nc is much smaller than the number of samples in class
c (might be larger than m) and any data sample in this class can be well
approximated as the linear combination of a small number of active atoms
selected from Dc:
xi Dcci ; kcik0  K; 8 yi = c; (3.1)
where ci 2 Rnc is the sparse code for pixel xi with respect to the dictionary
Dc, whose sparsity is restricted not to exceed a predened level K.
The sparse model in (3.1) lays the foundation for the SRC classier [15].
Given a test pixel xi with unknown label, we can also sparsely represent it
using a concatenated dictionary D =

D1; :::;DC

with n =
PC
c=1 n
c atoms.
The corresponding concatenated sparse code i 2 Rn can be expressed as
i =

1i ; :::;
C
i

. According to the compressive sensing theory [8, 80], when
i is sparse enough andD satises conditions such as low mutual coherence,
we can recover i from xi by eciently solving the following `
1 problem,
which gives the same sparse solution as solving the combinatorial `0 problem:
i = argmin
z
kDz   xik22 + kzk1; with  > 0: (3.2)
There exist many convex programming methods to solve (3.2); the feature
sign algorithm in [42] is used here. If pixel xi has class label yi and certain
conditions hold on D (such as block-coherence [120] and sparse subspace
clustering property [121]), it is expected that the non-zero coecients of its
sparse code i will concentrate in its sub-code corresponding to class yi, i.e.,
yii as dened in (3.1). Therefore, SRC makes classication decision based on
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the residual of signal approximated by the sub-code of each class: rci = kecik22,
where eci = xi  Dcci is the class-wise reconstruction error. The predicted
class label is obtained as
y^i = argmin
c
rci : (3.3)
Our goal is to nd an optimal dictionary D that achieves the best classi-
cation on the training data set:
D = arg min
D2D
1
N
X
i
I(y^i 6= yi); (3.4)
where I() is the indicator function that returns 1 if its operand is true and 0
otherwise, and D is the Rmn matrix space with unit-length columns. Note
that Eq. (3.4) minimizes the overall error rate. It can be easily extended to
weighted average of errors for each class, if the numbers of training samples
for each class are unbalanced or when we care more about the accuracy for
some particular classes than the others.
3.2.2 Objective Function with Insights from LVQ
Although directly related to our task of classication, Eq. (3.4) is not
easy to solve. A recent work in [113] applied the LVQ technique to learn
the dictionary for SRC, which motivated us to design a more appropriative
objective function based on the insight from LVQ.
LVQ [50] is a supervised learning algorithm that generates a codebook
optimized for a prototype-based classier. In testing, LVQ classies a sample
with the same label as the closest prototype in the codebook to it, which is
essentially the same as the nearest neighbor classication. During its training
process, LVQ (in its simplest version) iteratively goes through each training
sample xi and moves its nearest prototype mn(i) towards or away from xi
based on whether mn(i) belongs to the same class as xi:
mn(i) =
(
mn(i) + (xi  mn(i)), if mn(i) has label yi
mn(i)   (xi  mn(i)), otherwise
(3.5)
where 0 <  < 1 is a monotonically decreasing step size.
LVQ shares a common spirit with SRC in several ways. Both of them
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represent data samples with a subset of elements in a codebook or dictionary,
and classify the samples based on the energy distribution in the selected
prototypes or atoms. This justies the attempt in [113] to use updating rules
similar to Eq. (3.5) in learning dictionary for SRC. However, the underlying
principles of sparse coding and vector quantization are quite dierent, which
makes the performance of the ad-hoc approach in [113] not guaranteed.
A deeper insight into LVQ has been developed in [122], which regards
the learning procedure as a scholastic gradient descent algorithm with a loss
function dened on any misclassied sample xi:
LLV Q(xi; yi) / kxi  m+n(i)k22   kxi  m n(i)k22; (3.6)
where m+n(i) and m
 
n(i) are the nearest prototypes to xi with label yi and
other than yi, respectively. We adopt an objective function with a similar
form as in (3.6) so that the merits of LVQ can be exploited in building an
SRC dictionary, and hence we refer to this new dictionary design algorithm
as the Learning SRC (LSRC). Specically, a hinge loss function is enforced
on each data point:
LLSRC(xi; yi;D) = max(0; ryii   rc^ii + b); (3.7)
where c^i is the most competitive class in reconstructing the signal excluding
the true class yi:
c^i = arg min
c2f1;:::;Cgnyi
rci ; (3.8)
and b is a non-negative parameter controlling the \margin" between the
classes. The loss function in (3.7) is zero when the residual of true class
is smaller than any other class by at least an amount of b. Otherwise, it
gives a penalty proportional to the residual dierence between the true class
and the most competitive \imposter" class. Intuitively, this loss function is
also related to the misclassication rate of SRC. Thus, we can formulate the
problem of LSRC dictionary design as
D = arg min
D2D
1
N
X
i
LLSRC(xi; yi;D); (3.9)
which is optimized over the whole training set.
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3.3 Dictionary Optimization for LSRC
3.3.1 Online Dictionary Learning
Following the approach used in LVQ, we propose a stochastic gradient descent
method to obtain the optimal dictionary in Eq. (3.9). As opposed to the
batch mode gradient method, stochastic gradient descent has been favored
in dictionary learning for its faster convergence and better scalability to a
training set with large or growing size when the objective function is an
expectation over all the training samples [43]. We rst initialize the dictio-
nary with a reasonable guess D0 (by performing K-means or unsupervised
training on each class individually), and then update it iteratively by going
through the whole data set multiple epochs until the convergence. In the
t-th iteration, a single sample (xi; yi)
1 is drawn from the data set randomly
and the dictionary is updated in the gradient direction of its cost term:
Dt =Dt 1   trDLLSRC(x; y;Dt 1); (3.10)
where t is the step size at iteration t, which is updated as t = 
0p
(t 1)=N+1
with initial step size 0. With a suciently small step size 0, Dt is guaran-
teed to converge to a local minimum of (3.9) as t goes to innity [122]. The
gradient of hinge loss is
rDLLSRC(x; y;D) =
8><>:
0 if ry   rc^ + b < 0
undened if ry   rc^ + b = 0
rDry  rDrc^ if ry   rc^ + b > 0
: (3.11)
We can ignore the case of undened gradient, because it occurs with very low
probability in practice (only when ry   rc^+ b = 0) and thus it will not aect
the convergence of the stochastic gradient descent as long as a suitable step
size is chosen [122]. The same argument could also be obtained if we consider
0 as a sub-gradient in the case when the gradient is undened. Therefore,
we only need update dictionary for those samples with ry   rc^ + b > 0.
To evaluate the gradient rDrc for a particular class c, we calculate the
1For simplicity, we drop all the data indices i hereafter.
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derivative of rc with respect to each element dij of D as
@rc
@dij
=  2(ec)T @DPc
@dij
=  2(ec)T

Pc(j; j)jui +DPc
@
@dij

; (3.12)
where Pc is a nn diagonal matrix with 1 at positions corresponding to class
c and 0 otherwise, and ui is a m  1 unit column vector with i-th element
equal to 1.
The only thing that remains to be found now is the derivative of sparse
code  with respect to the dictionary elements. This problem has been
investigated independently in [26, 27] with the analysis of dierentiability,
and has also been discussed previously in Section 2.3. Here, we use the
result below directly:
@
@D
=  A 1@[D
T
(D   x)]
@D
; (3.13)
where  and D denote the sparse coecients and dictionary columns
associated with the active set  = fjjj 6= 0g. A = DTD, and in practice
we set A = DTD +   I to ensure the stability of the inverse of A, where
 is a small positive constant.  is related to  by  = P, where
P 2 Rnjj, P(j; k) = I(j =  (k)), and  (k) denotes the k-th element of
 sorted in ascending order. The other gradient elements of @=@dij are zero
with probability 1 and thus can be ignored for the same reason mentioned
previously.
After plugging (3.13) and (3.12) into (3.11) and doing some manipulations,
we get the update equation for each dictionary atom in the active set  as
dtj = d
t
j   dt 1j
= 2t
h
jI(cls(j) = y)  ey   jI(cls(j) = c^)  ec^
+(y  1(j)    c^  1(j))  e  jD(y   c^)
i
; (3.14)
where cls(j) is the class label for j-th dictionary atom,   1() denotes the
inverse function of  (), e = x D = x D, and c = A 1P T PcDTec.
The resulting dictionary atoms are projected to unit length to ensureD 2 D.
The overall procedure of LSRC is summarized in Algorithm 3.1.
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Algorithm 3.1 Dictionary learning with LSRC
Require: labeled data set S = fxi; yig, sparse regularization , margin b
Ensure: dictionary D
1: initialize D
2: set t = 1
3: while not converge do
4: randomly permute data set S
5: for each (x; y) 2 S do
6: nd sparse code  using Eq. (3.2)
7: nd rc = kx Dcck22 for any c = 1:::C
8: nd c^ using Eq. (3.8)
9: if ry   rc^ + b > 0 then
10: dj  dj +dj for any j 2  by Eq. (3.14)
11: dj  dj=kdjk2 for any j 2 
12: end if
13: t t+ 1
14: end for
15: end while
16: return D
3.3.2 Connection with LVQ
Looking at the rst two terms in Eq. (3.14), we can nd that they have
the eects of \pulling" the active dictionary atoms of correct class towards
the signal, and at the same time \pushing" the active dictionary atoms of
the most competitive wrong class away from the signal. This is exactly
what LVQ does in its improved version { LVQ2 [50]. The dierence lies
in that LVQ2 nds a single nearest neighbor to approximate the signal,
while our LSRC method employs sparse coding to nd multiple atoms and
simultaneously updates the atoms selected from the sub-dictionaries of both
correct and incorrect classes using the rst two terms in (3.14). The amount
of updating is proportional to the sparse coecient of each atom, i.e., the
contribution of each atom in approximating the signal. It should be noted
that performing the action of \pushing" is critical in learning a discriminative
dictionary, which captures the decision boundary structure between dierent
classes; in contrast, solely performing the action of \pulling" will result in a
reconstructive dictionary.
The third and fourth terms in (3.14) are unique in our approach. They
use the overall reconstruction error and every active atom as the ingredients
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for dictionary update on the active atoms from all the classes, which makes
sense as the sparse code is jointly determined by all active atoms. As shown
latter in the experiments, these terms play a crucial role for our algorithm
to achieve stable behavior as well as signicantly improved performance over
the ad-hoc combination of LVQ with dictionary learning in [113], which is
essentially similar as using only the rst two terms in (3.14).
Furthermore, the strategy dened by Eq. (3.11), which focuses on dicult
samples while updating the dictionary, is similar to the LVQ2.1 [50], which
performs an update only when the sample falls inside a small \window"
around the middle plane between the correct and wrong atoms. Therefore,
the choice of hinge loss function as our objective function is also corroborated
from the perspective of LVQ2.1.
3.4 Spatial-spectral Classication using Patch-based
LSRC
So far LSRC has only used the spectral information of each single pixel in
designing a discriminative dictionary for classication. In most of the recent
HSI classication approaches [115, 116, 118, 119], the spatial correlation be-
tween neighboring pixels is exploited together with the spectral information
to attain the state-of-the-art results. We can enforce spatial smoothness in
SRC's class prediction map simply by averaging the reconstruction residuals
of the pixels within a local neighborhood before making decision for the
central pixel:
y^i = argmin
c
X
j2fi;N (i)g
wjr
c
j ; (3.15)
where N (i) denotes the indices of the neighboring pixels for pixel xi, and
wj is an averaging weight, which can be obtained from a Gaussian kernel
centered at xi. The spatial smoothness assumption employed by (3.15) holds
well in the homogenous regions of hyperspectral images; however, it usually
fails in the elongated regions formed by any single class or on the borders
between dierent classes. The same problem has been encountered by other
sparse representation models attempting to capture local spatial distribution
of hyperspectral images, such as the joint sparsity constraint used in [48]
and the block-wise joint sparsity constraint used in [49]. In the following,
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Figure 3.1: Graphical model for a 3 3 hyperspectral image patch. There
is a statistical dependency between the class label of central pixel X0 and
the label of each other pixel in the neighborhood. Nodes shaded in grey are
observable, and the node Y0 shaded in blue is the variable to be inferred.
we propose a patch-based Bayesian network model capable of describing all
kinds of class spatial relationship in a compact form, and it can be eciently
inferred and learned with the sparse representation model under a unied
probabilistic framework.
3.4.1 Patch-based Bayesian Network
Probabilistic graph models, especially MRF [123], have been applied to en-
code 2D spatial information for HSI classication in the literature [124, 119].
With pixels in the entire image connected together by a huge graph, the
inference of a MRF model usually requires sampling methods such as the
Metropolis algorithm used in [119], which are computationally intensive and
take a long period of time to converge.
In order to make inference more ecient and scalable, we break the whole
image into local patches centered at each test pixel and model each of them
using a directed acyclic Bayesian network. In this way, we can infer the label
for one test pixel at a time and process them independently.
Specically, consider a test pixel at image location i represented by ran-
dom variable Xi. A patch centered at the test pixel Xi is dened by a
neighborhood system N and contains its surrounding pixels fXjgj2N (i). We
assume that any pixel X is conditionally independent of other pixels given
its corresponding class label represented by random variable Y . The labels of
surrounding pixels fYjgj2N (i) are conditionally independent given the central
test pixel label Yi. The resultant patch-based Bayesian network can be
graphically represented in Fig. 3.1.
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Given all the observed pixels in a patch, the posterior probability of the
test pixel label is
p(YijXi; fXjgj2N (i))
/ p(Xi; fXjgj2N (i)jYi)p(Yi)
/ p(Yi)p(XijYi)
Y
j2N (i)
p(XjjYi)
/ p(Yi)p(XijYi)
Y
j2N (i)
X
Yj
p(XjjYj)p(YjjYi); (3.16)
where p(Y ) is the class prior, p(YjjYi) is the conditional label co-occurrence
probability, and p(XijYi) is the observation likelihood. As in Eq. (3.4),
Eq. (3.16) maximizes the overall likelihood of the inferred pixel label. It
is also possible to adjust p(Y ) according to the dierent misclassication
costs associated with each class; or we could simply drop p(Y ) so that the
accuracy of each class is not biased to its frequency. The observation model
should give a probabilistic explanation to HSI data with underlying sparse
representation, which can be formulated as in [112]:
p(Xi = xjYi = c) / e kx Dcck22 ; 8i; (3.17)
where dictionary D is regarded as a given parameter and sparse code  is
a latent variable with Laplace prior: p() / e kk1 . Eq. (3.17) provides
a probabilistic perspective on the single-pixel SRC classier, and  can be
estimated in the same way as it is in Eq. (3.2). The patch-based Bayesian
network combines the evidence from all the single-pixel SRC classiers within
the neighborhood, where the spatial relationship is modeled directly through
label co-occurrence probability p(YjjYi). The class label of the test pixel is
predicted as the one giving the maximal posterior probability in (3.16), and
we call this classication scheme patch-based SRC. Note that the smoothed
SRC prediction dened in (3.15) can be roughly regarded as a special case
of the patch-based SRC, where only the same-class co-occurrence probability
p(Yj = cjYi = c) is considered in (3.16). In our patch-based SRC, a large
probability will be assigned to p(Yj = c2jYi = c1) if pixels of class c2 tend
to appear around those of class c1; in this way, pixels of class c1 will not be
merged with c2, even if they are sparsely distributed and class c2 has a much
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more dominant size.
3.4.2 Kernel-smoothed Spatial Dependency
If p(YjjYi) is stationary and only depends on the displacement between
the image positions of pixels Xi and Xj, then there should be jN (i)jC2
parameters2 to be found in the estimation of p(YjjYi) for all j 2 N (i). When
the neighborhood size jN (i)j is large, a great amount of training data are
required to avoid model overtting; such data are usually unavailable from
one hyperspectral image. We discuss how to regularize and estimate so many
co-occurrence probabilities in the following.
Since homogenous regions are dominant in natural hyperspectral images,
we can safely assume that the probability of nding a pixel of the same class
as the central test pixel will decay gradually as we move away from the test
pixel. Following the philosophy in Eq. (3.15), we use a smoothing kernel to
model the same-class co-occurrence probability p(Yj = cjYi = c) as a function
of the distance between pixels Xi and Xj. In particular, we choose Gaussian
Radial Basis Function (GRBF) as the parametric form for this function:
p(Yj = cjYi = c) = expf c;uu2ij   c;vv2ijg; (3.18)
where uij and vij are the distances from Xi to Xj in horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively. c;u and c;v are positive parameters for GRBF. Note
that the range of Eq. (3.18) is (0; 1], which is consistent with the denition
of probability. The co-occurrence probabilities for any two dierent classes
c0 6= c are dened accordingly as
p(Yj=c
0jYi=c) =

1  expf c;uu2ij   c;vv2ijg

c;c0 ; (3.19)
where c;c0  0 and
P
c0 6=c c;c0 = 1. Now the unknown parameter set to
encode the spatial dependency becomes fc;u; c;v; c;c0g, and the total number
of parameters is reduced to C(C+1). In this way, both of the descriptiveness
of Eq. (3.16) and the compactness of Eq. (3.15) are maintained in our kernel-
smooth spatial dependency model.
Given the class labels fyigi=1:::N and spatial locations of all the pixels in the
2jN (i)jC(C   1) degrees of freedom
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training set, we can learn the spatial dependency parameters by Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE). The log likelihood of all co-occurred class pairs
within neighborhood is expressed as
ll =
NX
i=1
X
j2N (i)
yi=yj
 yi;uu2ij   yi;vv2ij+ NX
i=1
X
j2N (i)
yi 6=yj
n
log

1  exp( yi;uu2ij   yi;vv2ij)

+ log yi;yj
o
:
(3.20)
Under the constraint that
P
c0 6=c c;c0 = 1; 8c, we can easily obtain the MLE
value of c;c0 :
^c;c0 =
< c; c0 >P
c00 6=c < c; c
00 >
; 8c; c0 6= c; (3.21)
where < c; c0 > represents the number of the training samples of class c0
falling into the neighborhood around samples of class c.
To nd the MLE of c;u and c;v, we need to maximize the Eq. (3.20)
under the constraints of c;u > 0 and c;v > 0. Barrier method [125] is used
to convert this constrained problem into an unconstrained form, and the
augmented log likelihood function for the parameters fc;u; c;vg becomes
~llc =
X
1iN
yi=c
X
j2N (i)
yi=yj
 c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij+ X
1iN
yi=c
X
j2N (i)
yi 6=yj
log
h
1  exp( c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij)
i
+ (log c;u + log c;v);
(3.22)
where  > 0 is the barrier parameter. Then we can employ the Newton-
Raphson method to search the maximum of (3.22). The rst-order derivative
of ~llc is
@~llc
@c;u
= 
X
1iN
yi=c
X
j2N (i)
yi=yj
u2ij +

c;u
+
X
1iN
yi=c
X
j2N (i)
yi 6=yj
exp( c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij)u2ij
1  exp( c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij)
;
(3.23)
and the derivative with respect to c;v is dened similarly. The second-order
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derivatives of ~llc are
@~llc
@2c;u
=
X
1iN
yi=c
X
j2N (i)
yi 6=yj
  exp( c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij)u4ij
[1  exp( c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij)]2
  
2c;u
; (3.24)
@~llc
@c;u@c;v
=
X
1iN
yi=c
X
j2N (i)
yi 6=yj
  exp( c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij)u2ijv2ij
[1  exp( c;uu2ij   c;vv2ij)]2
: (3.25)
@~llc=@
2
c;v and @
~llc=(@c;v@c;u) are dened similarly. Denote the parameter
vector c = [c;u; c;v]
T . The Hessian matrix r2c ~llc is negative denite given
the form of the second-order derivatives above. Therefore, ~llc(c) is a concave
function of c and the Newton-Raphson method can converge to a global
maximum. Starting from an initial value 
(0)
c , we update c iteratively by
(t+1)c = 
(t)
c + [ r2c ~llc((t)c )] 1rc ~llc((t)c ): (3.26)
The MLE parameter ^c is obtained upon convergence. As the parameter
search is carried out in a 2-dimensional space, given the pixel labels and
their spatial locations, our training procedure is very ecient and converges
quickly. Once these parameters are learned, the computational overhead in
classifying a test pixel is also very small compared to the simple smoothing
approach in Eq. (3.15).
3.4.3 Dictionary Learning for Patch-based SRC
With the dictionary learned using the Algorithm 3.1 and the label co-occurrence
probabilities found in the previous subsection, we can conduct patch-based
SRC according to Eq. (3.16). However, the dictionary D obtained using
the Algorithm 3.1 is optimized for single-pixel SRC, but not for the patch-
based SRC. To further improve the classication performance, we customize
the Algorithm 3.1 for the patch-based SRC, leading to a patch-based LSRC
algorithm, which is derived in the following.
Ignoring the class prior, which is independent of the dictionary D, we nd
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the log likelihood of (3.16) is equivalent to
log p(XijYi) +
X
j2N (i)
log[
X
Yj
p(XjjYj)p(YjjYi)]
=
X
j2fi;N (i)g
log[
X
Yj
p(XjjYj)p(YjjYi)];
(3.27)
where the equality comes from the fact that p(Yi = c
0jYi = c) = (c   c0).
Applying the same idea of Eq. (3.7), we want to minimize the log likelihood
gap between the true class and the most competitive imposter class if the
true class does not have the highest likelihood. The loss function for data
sample (xi; yi) at location i with the neighboring pixels fxjgj2N (i) is thus
dened as
L(xi; yi;D)
=max
n
0; b+
X
j2fi;N (i)g
log
P
c0 p(Xj=xjjYj=c0)p(Yj=c0jYi=c^i)P
c0 p(Xj=xjjYj=c0)p(Yj=c0jYi=yi)
o
;
(3.28)
where c^i is dened as
c^i = arg max
c2f1;:::;Cgnyi
X
j2fi;N (i)g
h
log
X
c0
p(Xj=xjjYj=c0)p(Yj=c0jYi=c)
i
: (3.29)
The optimal dictionary is obtained by minimizing the total sum of the loss
function over all the training data, as we have done in Eq. (3.9). The same
stochastic gradient descent method can be employed here, with only one
dierence that the gradient rDrc is replaced by the gradient of the negative
log likelihood:
 rD
X
j2fi;N (i)g
log
X
c0
p(Xj=xjjYj=c0)p(Yj=c0jYi=c)
= 
X
j2fi;N (i)g
P
c0 p(Yj=c
0jYi=c)rDp(Xj=xjjYj=c0)P
c0 p(Yj=c
0jYi=c)p(Xj=xjjYj=c0)
=
X
j2fi;N (i)g
P
c0 p(Yj=c
0jYi=c)p(Xj=xjjYj=c0)rDrc0j
p(Xj=xjjYi=c)
=
X
j2fi;N (i)g
X
c0
p(Yj = c
0jXj = xj; Yi = c)rDrc0j
(3.30)
where the second equality is obtained by substituting the observation model
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in (3.17), and rDrc0j can be evaluated in the same manner as in (3.12).
From Eq. (3.30), it is clear that the patch-based LSRC extends the single-
pixel version by considering the residuals of neighboring pixels under all class
hypotheses. As to be shown in the experiments, this makes classication
more robust if the spatial relationship between pixel labels can be estimated
correctly.
3.5 Experimental Results
3.5.1 Experiment Setup
In this section, we examine the classication accuracies of our proposed LSRC
and patch-based LSRC algorithms on three benchmark hyperspectral images.
Throughout the experiments, we use only 5 atoms per class and obtain
dictionaries with sizes of 80 and 45. This is a great reduction with respect
to the sizes of the whole training sets, which have an order of magnitude of
1000. With a compactly designed dictionary, our approach requires much
less computation in testing and is more scalable to large data sets.
In dictionary learning with the LSRC algorithm, we use the k-means clus-
tering to obtain the initial sub-dictionary for each class, and LSRC usually
converges in around 100 iterations. When learning the spatial-spectral dictio-
naries with the patch-based LSRC, we start from the dictionaries learned with
LSRC and convergence is reached in around 20 iterations. We set  = 0:001
and  = 10 in all the optimization tasks. The neighborhood system N is
a square patch centered at the test pixel. Unless stated otherwise, all the
pixels withinN are used for inference including background pixels that do not
belong to any class of our interest. This setting is appropriate and realistic
for practical applications.
Our method is compared with the various HSI classication approaches.
With the same SRC classier, our learned dictionary (LSRC) is compared
with dictionaries obtained from the full training set (Full), the K-means
clustering (K-means), the unsupervised training (Unsup) [43], and the ad-
hoc LVQ approach (LVQ) [113]. For fair comparison, the same dictionary size
is used for all dictionary learning approaches, except for the Full dictionary
that uses all the training data. We also compare with SVM classiers with
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a linear kernel (SVM) and an RBF-kernel (KSVM), the latter of which is
known to give the state-of-the-art results on HSI data [104]. For spatial-
spectral classication, the proposed patch-based SRC method is compared
with the composite kernel SVM (SVM-CK) [117] and the joint sparsity mod-
els (SOMP, SP-S) with the highest accuracies in [48]. Dierent congurations
are tested for our patch-based SRC method: using dictionary optimized by
LSRC (LSRC) or patch-based LSRC (pLSRC); with spatial co-occurrence
probabilities p(YjjYi) estimated point-wise without any regularization (sux
-P) or with the kernel-smoothed regularization (sux -K) as was introduced
in Section 3.4.2. In addition, we also test the smoothed SRC prediction (sux
-S) given in Eq. (3.15) and apply a modied patch-based LSRC to learn a
dictionary customized for it.3 Thus, we have six settings (LSRC/pLSRC -
S/P/K) for the patch-based SRC in total.
In the following experiments, we report for each method the classication
accuracy of each class, the overall accuracy (OA), the class-averaged accuracy
(AA), and the  coecient [102]. The  coecient incorporates both of the
diagonal and o-diagonal entries in the confusion matrix, which is widely
adopted as a robust accuracy measure for remote sensing data.
3.5.2 AVIRIS Indian Pines Data Set
We rst conduct experiments on the commonly-used Airborne Visible/Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) Indian Pines image [126]. The AVIRIS
sensor generates 220 bands across the spectral range from 0.2 to 2.4 m.
Following the same setting as [48], we remove the 20 water absorption bands
from the data and obtain a 200-dimensional feature for each pixel. The image
has a spatial resolution of 20 m per pixel and a spatial dimension of 145145.
There are 16 labeled classes as summarized in Table 3.1, most of which are
crops. We randomly select 10% samples from each class for training and
use the remaining 90% for testing. The distribution of the training and test
samples in the image are shown in Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b), respectively, on
page 64.
The optimization behavior of the LSRC algorithm is rst investigated by
plotting the accuracies on the training set during the learning iterations in
3This is simply done by just considering the same-class co-occurrence probability in
Eq. (3.30).
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Table 3.1: The 16 classes in the India Pines image.
Class No. Class name Train Test
1 Alfalfa 6 48
2 Corn-notill 144 1290
3 Corn-min 84 750
4 Corn 24 210
5 Grass/Pasture 50 447
6 Grass/Trees 75 672
7 Grass/Pasture-mowed 3 23
8 Hay-windrowed 49 440
9 Oats 2 18
10 Soybeans-notill 97 871
11 Soybeans-min 247 2221
12 Soybean-clean 62 552
13 Wheat 22 190
14 Woods 130 1164
15 Building-Grass-Trees-Drives 38 342
16 Stone-steel Towers 10 85
Total 1043 9323
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Figure 3.2: The overall accuracy on the training set during the training
process at each iteration of the LVQ and LSRC algorithms on the Indian
Pines image. Dierent values of the initial step size 0 are tried.
Fig. 3.2. It is observed that LSRC can always converge to a higher training
accuracy with dierent choices for the initial step size 0. With a suitable step
size, the training accuracy quickly converges to almost 100%. We have set 0
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Figure 3.3: The OA on the test set during the training process at each
iteration of the LVQ and LSRC algorithms on the Indian Pines image. The
step size 0 is set as 0.01 for LSRC and 0.03 for LVQ.
between the range of 0.0010.01 throughout our experiments. Fig. 3.2 also
shows the learning behavior of LVQ, which achieves a much lower training
accuracy than LSRC and may not even converge if the step size is not chosen
wisely. This proves that the principled formulation of our LSRC algorithm
has resulted in a more eective and stable optimization procedure, although
it shares a similar spirit with the ad-hoc LVQ approach. This is further
conrmed by the accuracy improvement on the test set during the learning
process as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The sparsity regularization coecient  in Eq. (3.2) is an important pa-
rameter in the sparse representation model. Its eect on classication per-
formance using the dictionaries learned with Kmeans, Unsup and LSRC is
shown in Fig. 3.4. Generally, the OAs of all the methods tend to improve as
 decreases up to 0.01. The OA of LSRC is much higher than Kmeans and
Unsup, and is less sensitive to the change of . In terms of AA, LSRC is also
better than the two baseline methods for almost all values of . It should
be noted that a smaller  produces less sparse codes and adds more time in
solving (3.2). We set  as 0:1 or 0:05 throughout our experiments, which is
observed to give stable and fast solutions.
Dierent dictionary sizes are also tested for Kmeans, Unsup, and LSRC,
with the comparison of their accuracies given in Fig. 3.5. The OAs of Kmeans
and Unsup grow as the dictionary size increases, while LSRC maintains a
much higher and stabler accuracy for all the sizes. This property allows us
to use a compact dictionary (5 atoms per class used throughout the experi-
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Figure 3.4: The eect of the sparsity regularization parameter  on the test
accuracy for the Indian Pines image using the dictionaries obtained by the
Kmeans, Unsup, and LSRC dictionary design methods.
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Figure 3.5: The eect of dictionary size on the overall accuracy of the
Indian Pines image using the Kmeans, Unsup, and LSRC dictionary design
methods.
ments) for LSRC without much compromise in the classication accuracy.
Table 3.2: The eect of the margin parameter b on the accuracy for the
Indian Pines image using LSRC.
b 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Train OA. (%) 99.81 99.14 98.85 98.27 97.60
Test OA. (%) 81.30 83.51 83.84 83.19 82.88
The eect of the margin parameter b in LSRC is illustrated in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.6: Classication maps on the Indian Pines image.
A too small value of b leads to an over-tting of the training set, while a
large value leads to biasing the goal of classication. b is set as 0.2 or 0.3 in
all our experiments in order to achieve a balance between the two factors.
The classication results for all the methods on the Indian Pines image
are shown in Fig. 3.6 (c)-(j), and the accuracies are listed and compared in
Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. For the methods using spectral information only
(single pixel-based) shown in Table 3.3, the proposed LSRC outperforms
most of the other methods by a large margin, and its accuracy is close
to the top method KSVM. More importantly, the xed dictionary size of
LSRC oers a great scalability advantage over the nonlinear KSVM when
the size of the training set is huge. From Table 3.4, we nd the methods
that exploit the spatial-spectral information (patch-based) gain substantial
improvement over the pixel-based methods. Our patch-based SRC congured
with pLSRC-K achieves the best performance in this category, owing to
the benets from both dictionary learning with pLSRC (the improvement
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Table 3.3: Classication accuracy for the India Pines image based on single
pixel.
Method Full K-means Unsup LVQ [113] SVM KSVM LSRC
OA 82.96 69.87 66.41 75.39 74.44 84.52 83.84
AA 76.66 72.11 67.59 73.97 65.49 79.24 77.69
 0.805 0.662 0.624 0.723 0.708 0.823 0.816
Table 3.4: Classication accuracy for the India Pines image based on local
patch.
Method SOMP [48] SVM-CK [117] LSRC-S LSRC-P
OA 95.28 94.86 94.03 94.53
AA 88.45 90.73 87.37 89.41
 0.946 0.941 0.932 0.938
Method LSRC-K pLSRC-S pLSRC-P pLSRC-K
OA 94.26 94.96 96.10 96.65
AA 91.28 88.01 92.35 95.13
 0.935 0.943 0.956 0.962
of pLSRC-S/P/K over LSRC-S/P/K) and the kernel-smoothed dependency
modeling (the improvement of pLSRC-K over pLSRC-S/P). We note that
pLSRC-K performs especially well on minority classes (e.g., class 7 and 9),
which indicates that the intricate spatial structure around small regions has
been correctly learned as opposed to being ltered out by those smoothness-
based approaches (SOMP, LSR-S, pLSR-S). The visual comparison shown in
Fig. 3.6 also conrms that pLSRC-K achieves better performance on class
borders and edge-like class regions.
The size of neighborhood system N plays an important role in patch-
based SRC. As shown in Fig. 3.7, a too small neighborhood cannot capture
enough spatial label information, while a too large neighborhood may bring
in noisy information without statistical signicance. Nevertheless, under all
neighborhood sizes, dictionaries learned with pLSRC give better results than
those learned with LSRC. We set the neighborhood size as 77 for achieving
the best results on this image.
We also compare our classication accuracy with another dictionary learn-
ing method proposed in [49], which is called dictionary modeling with spatial
coherence (DMS). Following the same experimental settings as in [49], we
use half of the samples for training, and use up to 50 atoms for each class
sub-dictionary. We achieve overall test accuracies of 96.93%, 98.13% and
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Figure 3.7: The eect of neighborhood size on the classication accuracies
of the Indian Pines image for LSRC and pLSRC with kernel-smoothed
spatial dependency.
99.04%, respectively, with algorithms pLSRC-S, pLSRC-P and pLSRC-K;
while the DMS method only gives 93.52%. The performance gain is due to
the discriminative dictionary optimization as well as the sophisticated spatial
dependency modeling in our approach. This experiment also shows that our
proposed approach has the potential to achieve even better performance with
a larger training data set and a dictionary with more atoms.
3.5.3 ROSIS Pavia Urban Data Set
The other two hyperspectral images used in our experiments are acquired
by the Reective Optics System Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS) [127] from
the urban area near the University of Pavia and the center of Pavia city,
respectively. The ROSIS sensor generates 115 spectral bands ranging from
0.43 to 0.86 m and has a spatial resolution of 1.3 m per pixel.
The University of Pavia image consists of 610340 pixels, each having
103 bands with the 12 noisiest bands removed. The descriptions of the nine
classes under our consideration are listed in Table 3.5. We follow the same
experimental setting for the training and test sets as in [48], using about 9%
of all the data for training and the rest for testing. Details about the training
and test sets can be found in Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b).
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Table 3.5: The 9 classes in the University of Pavia image.
Class No. Class name Train Test
1 Asphalt 548 6304
2 Meadows 540 18146
3 Gravel 392 1815
4 Trees 524 2912
5 Metal sheets 265 1113
6 Bare soil 532 4572
7 Bitumen 375 981
8 Bricks 514 3364
9 Shadows 231 795
Total 3921 40002
Table 3.6: Classication accuracy for the University of Pavia image based
on single pixel.
Method Full K-means Unsup LVQ [113] SVM KSVM LSRC
OA 78.31 68.01 64.57 73.24 67.28 79.15 81.08
AA 86.78 77.05 71.66 82.91 79.66 87.66 85.26
 0.726 0.596 0.549 0.666 0.599 0.737 0.754
Table 3.7: Classication accuracy for the University of Pavia image based
on local patch.
Method SP-S [48] SVM-CK [117] LSRC-S LSRC-P LSRC-K
OA 82.09 87.18 88.97 88.98 88.98
AA 89.42 90.47 91.84 91.82 91.82
 0.772 0.833 0.855 0.855 0.855
The classication results on the University of Pavia image are given in
Fig. 3.8 (c)-(h), and the accuracies are compared in Tables 3.6 and 3.7.
LSRC achieves the best performance in this image among the methods using
spectral information only. For spatial-spectral classication, patch-based
SRC with dictionaries learned using LSRC already outperforms other com-
peting methods. It is also noticed that the performance dierence among the
three spatial model congurations is very small. This is because the training
data of this image are selected in spatial chunks, and samples from dierent
classes are located away from each other. In this way, a homogeneous spatial
relationship is learned by any spatial model with a small 33 neighborhood,
which is not consistent with the spatial distribution of testing samples. Since
the spatial distributions learned in such a way are incorrect, we do not
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Figure 3.8: Classication maps on the University of Pavia image. (f), (g)
and (h) are obtained based on local patches excluding background pixels,
corresponding to the results in Table. 3.8.
continue the experiments for pLSRC.
Instead, to better illustrate the dierences among the three spatial models,
we enlarge the neighborhood size to 2121 so that more spatial contextual
information of the labels can be captured. The counter eect of a large
neighborhood is that many background pixels (not belonging to any of the
nine classes considered in the experiments) within the neighborhood cannot
be well represented by our dictionaries. Therefore, we exclude those back-
ground pixels in our dictionary learning and classication. The classication
results obtained with background pixels removed are given in Table 3.8, which
demonstrates the eectiveness of our proposed kernel-smoothed spatial model
as well as the pLSRC dictionary learning method when sucient knowledge
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Table 3.8: Classication accuracy on the University of Pavia image based
on local patch excluding background pixels.
mthd. LSRC-S LSRC-P LSRC-K pLSRC-S pLSRC-P pLSRC-K
OA 94.78 88.66 96.25 94.65 90.14 97.03
AA 90.96 89.26 92.87 90.95 90.72 93.99
 0.930 0.851 0.950 0.928 0.870 0.960
Table 3.9: The 9 classes in the Center of Pavia image.
Class No. Class name Train Test
1 Water 745 64533
2 Trees 785 5722
3 Meadow 797 2094
4 Brick 485 1667
5 Soil 820 5729
6 Asphalt 678 6847
7 Bitumen 808 6479
8 Tile 223 2899
9 Shadow 195 1970
Total 5536 97940
about the class spatial distribution can be inferred from the training data set.
In particular, modeling class co-occurrence using Bayesian network (methods
with sux -P, -K) is observed to perform much better than simply enforcing
spatial smoothness (methods with sux -S) on small-sized classes (e.g., the
accuracy of LSRC-K is about 10% higher on class 9 than LSRC-S). The
classication maps of pLSRC with three dierent spatial models are further
compared in Fig. 3.8 (f)-(h). The distinctive characteristics of the three can
be best demonstrated by the bottom left part of the image, where there are
some isolated trees (class 4) placed along a narrow and curved path (class
1). The tiny areas of trees are merged with the path in (f) due to the false
smoothness assumption held by pLSCR-S. On the other hand, pLSRC-P
confuses the path with trees in (g) due to its unreliable estimation of spatial
co-occurrences. A more robust estimation of class spatial relationship is
obtained with pLSRC-K method, which produces a much better classication
result in (h).
The second image collected by the ROSIS sensor, the Center of Pavia, has
a spatial dimension of 1096492, and each pixel has 102 spectral bands after
13 noisy bands being removed. The description of the nine labeled classes
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Figure 3.9: Classication maps on the Center of Pavia image.
Table 3.10: Classication accuracy on the Center of Pavia image based on
single pixel.
Method Full K-means Unsup LVQ [113] SVM KSVM LSRC
OA 97.45 95.86 95.91 96.85 95.68 96.13 97.93
AA 95.41 91.35 91.95 93.93 93.77 85.29 96.11
 0.954 0.925 0.926 0.943 0.923 0.928 0.962
Table 3.11: Classication accuracy on the Center of Pavia image based on
local patch.
Method
SOMP SVM-CK LSRC pLSRC pLSRC
[48] [117] -S/P/K -S -P/K
OA 97.66 96.81 98.85 98.85 98.84
AA 95.01 94.96 98.45 98.46 98.43
 0.958 0.943 0.979 0.979 0.979
and the training/test samples are given in Table 3.9 and Fig. 3.9 (a) and (b).
About 5% of all the data are used for training.
Classication results of the Center of Pavia image are given in Fig. 3.9 (c)
and (d), and the accuracies are compared in Tables 3.10 and 3.11. Again,
LSRC achieves the highest accuracy among the single pixel-based methods,
and the patch-based SRC methods with the neighborhood size of 33 give
better results than other competing methods. It is observed that pLSRC
cannot make further improvement over the dictionaries given by LSRC, since
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the accuracy on the training data set already saturates. At the end of the
pLSRC learning algorithm, we obtain zero training error and the performance
on the test set remains the same or improves very little.
3.6 Conclusions
An LVQ-inspired discriminant dictionary learning method for the SRC clas-
sier is proposed in this chapter, which can construct dictionaries with en-
hanced discriminative capability as well as reduced size. The optimization
scheme shares the same spirit as LVQ, and we have derived a stochastic
gradient descent algorithm which adapts the \pulling" and \pushing" ac-
tions of LVQ to sparse coding. We also extended the SRC classier and
our dictionary learning method to model the spatial-spectral information
for HSI classication. Experimental results on three hyperspectral images
demonstrate that the proposed method is eective under both spectral-
only and spatial-spectral classications; and our learned dictionaries perform
substantially better than dictionaries learned using other methods including
the ad-hoc adaptation of LVQ in [113]. Comparable or higher accuracies are
also observed when our approach is compared with the state-of-the-art SVM
classiers.
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CHAPTER 4
MAX-MARGIN DICTIONARY LEARNING
In the previous chapter, we have seen that the \pulling" and \pushing"
actions used in LVQ can lead to better dictionary design for classication
based on sparse representation. This simple and heuristic updating rule,
in fact, is intrinsically connected to the margin between dierent classes
represented in their sparse subspaces. In this chapter, we go one step further
and explicitly learn dictionaries that aim at maximizing the classication
margin of SRC.
4.1 Introduction
As introduced in Section 3.2, in Sparse Representation-based Classication
(SRC) [15], a test signal x is represented as a sparse linear combination
of the atoms in a dictionary D composed of training data from all classes,
i.e., x = D. If the signals in each class lie in a low-dimensional subspace
and the subspaces of dierent classes satisfy certain incoherence conditions,
it is speculated in [15] that all the nonzero coecients in sparse code 
will be associated with the dictionary atoms that belong to the same class
as x . This argument has gained more theoretical support latterly from
the analysis of sparse subspace clustering in [121], as classication can be
regarded as clustering new data into existing clusters with known labels.
However, due to noise corruption and subspace overlap, the nonzero coef-
cients in  are usually associated with atoms from more than one class
in practice. This problem is addressed in SRC by predicting the label as
the class whose corresponding coecients give the smallest reconstruction
error of x. Although such classication scheme shows eectiveness in many
applications empirically, its working mechanism is obscure and there is no
guarantee for the classication performance. Some attempts have been made
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to attribute the power of SRC to collaborative representation [128], but the
analysis is quite limited.
Due to the absence of a feasible performance metric for SRC, the design
of its dictionary (which serves as the parameter for both representation
and classication) has been more or less heuristic so far. Originally, an
SRC dictionary is constructed by directly including all the training samples
[15], which is not ecient and practical when the size of training set is
huge. Random sampling or clustering methods such as K-means can give a
compact dictionary, but generative as well as discriminative capabilities are
lost. Traditional dictionary learning methods specialized for sparse represen-
tation, such as Method of Optimal Direction (MOD) [39], K-SVD [40], and
the `1-relaxed convex formulations [42, 43], all focus on minimizing signal
reconstruction error and thus are not optimized for classication task. In
order to promote the discriminative power of dictionaries, recent works have
augmented the reconstructive objective function with additional discrimina-
tion terms; e.g., Fisher discriminant criterion [44], structural incoherence [25],
class residual dierence [45, 46] and mutual information [18]. Classication
models other than SRC have also been used with sparse codes as inputs
[47, 24, 26]. The discrimination metrics in all the above methods are not
geared to the mechanism of SRC; moreover, the use of an extra classication
model (often requiring one-versus-rest paradigm in multi-class cases) will
multiply the number of parameters and increase the risk of over-tting.
In this chapter, we present a novel margin-based perspective on SRC and
propose a maximum margin performance metric that is specically designed
for learning the dictionaries of SRC. Large margin classiers [129] are well
studied by the machine learning community, and they have many desirable
properties such as robustness to noise and outliers, and theoretical connection
with generalization bound. Due to the complex nonlinear mapping induced
by sparse coding, evaluating the margin of SRC is nontrivial. Based on
the local stability of sparse code support, we show in Section 4.2 that the
decision boundary of SRC is a continuous piecewise quadratic surface, and
the margin of a sample is approximated as its distance to the tangent plane
of the decision function in a local region where the support of sparse code is
stable. Following the idea of Support Vector Machine (SVM), we propose in
Section 4.3 to use the hinge loss of approximated margin as a metric for the
classication performance and generalization capability of SRC. A stochastic
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gradient descent algorithm is then implemented to maximize the margin
of SRC and obtain more discriminative dictionaries. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the rst to conduct margin analysis on SRC and optimize
its dictionary by margin maximization. The experiments in Section 4.4
validate the eectiveness of our margin-based loss function in predicting
classication performance. It is shown on several data sets that our algorithm
can learn very compact dictionaries that attain much higher accuracies than
the conventional dictionaries in SRC; the performance is also competitive
with other state-of-the-art methods based on sparse coding. Section 4.5
draws conclusions.
4.2 Margin Analysis of SRC
4.2.1 Preliminary
Suppose our data sample x lies in the high dimensional space Rm and comes
from one of the C classes with label y 2 f1:::Cg. In SRC, a dictionary D 2
Rmn with n atoms is composed of C class-wise sub-dictionariesDc 2 Rmnc
such that D = [D1; :::;DC ] = [d1; :::;dn]. Given D, we can nd the sparse
code  2 Rn for signal x by solving the following LASSO problem:
 = argmin
z
kDz   xk22 + kzk1; (4.1)
where  > 0 is a constant. The sparse code can be decomposed into C sub-
codes as  = [1; :::;C ], where each c corresponds to the coecients for
sub-dictionary Dc. SRC makes classication decision based on the residual
of signal approximated by the sub-code of each class: rc = keck22, where
ec =Dcc   x is the reconstruction error vector for class c. The class label
is then predicted as:
y^ = argmin
c
rc: (4.2)
More detailed explanation of SRC can be found in [15].
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4.2.2 Local Decision Boundary for SRC
To perform margin-based analysis for SRC, we rst need to nd its classi-
cation decision boundary. Consider two classes c1 and c2, and assume the
dictionary D is given. The decision function at sample x is simply dened
as f(x) = rc2   rc1 ? 0. f(x) can be expanded as:
f(x) = 2(Dc1c1  Dc2c2)Tx  kDc1c1k2 + kDc2c2k2: (4.3)
Eq. (4.3) could be regarded as a linear hyper-plane in the space of data x,
if the sparse code  was xed. What complicates things here is that 
is also determined by x through the sparse coding model in (4.1), and the
hyper-plane in (4.3) will change with any small change in x. Expressing 
analytically as a function of x is not possible in general, unless we know a
priori the support and sign vector of . In the latter case, the non-zero part
of  can be found according to the optimal condition of LASSO solution [85]:
 = (D
T
D)
 1(DTx 

2
s); (4.4)
where  = fjjj 6= 0g is the active set of sparse coecients with cardinality
jj = kk0 = s,  2 Rs contains the sparse coecients at these active
locations, D 2 Rms is composed of the columns in D corresponding to
, and s 2 Rs carries the signs (1) of . Although the active set 
and sign vector s also depend on x, it can be shown that they are locally
stable if x changes by a small amount of x satisfying the following stability
conditions:(
jdTj fe+ [D(DTD) 1DT   I]xgj  2 ;8j 62 
s  [(DTD) 1DTx] >  s 
; (4.5)
where  denotes element-wise multiplication, and e = D   x is the
global reconstruction error. All the conditions in (4.5) are linear inequalities
for x. Therefore, the local neighborhood around x where the active set
(and signs1) of signal's sparse code remains stable is a convex polytope.
Now substitute the sparse code terms in (4.3) with (4.4), and after some
manipulations we obtain a quadratic local decision function f(x) which is
1In the following, the concept of sign vector s is included by default when we refer to
\active set" or \".
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dened for any x whose sparse code corresponds to active set :
f(x) =x
TTc2c2x+ 2
T
c2
c2x+ 
T
c2
c2
  (xTTc1c1x+ 2Tc1c1x+ Tc1c1); (4.6)
where
c = DPc(D
T
D)
 1DT   I; (4.7)
c =  
2
DPc(D
T
D)
 1s; (4.8)
and Pc is an ss diagonal matrix with 1 at positions corresponding to class
c in the active set and 0 otherwise. The above analysis leads to the following
proposition for the decision function of SRC.
Proposition 4.2.1 The decision function of SRC is a piecewise quadratic
function of input signal with the form of
f(x) = f(x); (4.9)
for any x in the convex polytope dened by Eq. (4.5) where the active set 
of its sparse code is stable.
Since there are a set of quadratic decision functions each devoted to a local
area of x, SRC is capable of classifying data which cannot be linearly or
quadratically separated in a global sense. The decision boundary of SRC can
be adapted to each local area in the most discriminative and compact way,
which shares a similar idea with locally adaptive metric learning [130]. On
the other hand, these quadratic functions as well as the partition of local
areas cannot be adjusted individually; they are all tied via a common model
D. This is crucial to reduce model complexity and enhance information
sharing among dierent local regions, considering there could be as many as
3n regions2 out of the partition of the entire signal space.
To nd the decision boundary of SRC, we simply need to check at what
values of x, f(x) will vary from positive to negative, as the decision threshold
is 0. It has been shown in [85] that the sparse code  is a continuous function
of x. Thus we can easily see that f(x) is also continuous over the entire
2Each atom can be assigned with a positive, negative, or zero coecient.
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Figure 4.1: The histograms of the (a) correlation and (b) magnitude ratio
between the decision function gradients rf1 and rf2 on the MNIST data
set. rf1 is the gradient at original data x, and rf2 is the gradient at
data with a small perturbation x from x, such that only one of the
conditions in Eq. (4.5) is violated. Both (a) and (b) are highly peaked
around 1.
domain of x, and the points on the decision boundary of SRC have to satisfy
f(x) = 0, which is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.2 The decision boundary of SRC is a piecewise quadratic
hypersurface dened by f(x) = 0 .
4.2.3 Margin Approximation for SRC
For linear classiers, the margin of a sample is dened as its distance from the
decision hyperplane. In the context of SRC, we similarly dene the margin
of a sample x0 as its distance to the closest point on the decision boundary:
minf(x)=0 kx0 xk2. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of SRC's decision
function f(x), it is dicult to evaluate the associated margin directly.
Instead, we estimate x0's margin by approximating f(x) with its tan-
gent plane at x0. Such approximation is appropriate only when gradient
rf(x) does not change too much as f(x) descends from f(x0) to 0, which
is generally true based on the following observations. First, within each
polytope for a stable active set , rf(x) is a linear function of x and
will not change a lot if x0 lies close to the boundary. Second, as implied
by the empirical ndings in Fig. 4.1, if we have two contiguous polytopes
corresponding respectively to two stable active sets, 1 and 2, which are
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the same except for one entry, then with a high probability the gradient of
decision function in the two polytopes will be approximately the same near
their border: rf1  rf2 . This observation allows us to approximate the
decision function over a number of polytopes with a common tangent plane.
Third, as will be discussed in Section 4.3, we are more interested in the
data samples near the decision boundary when optimizing a large margin
classier. Thus, those faraway samples whose margins cannot be accurately
approximated can be safely ignored. Therefore, our approximation is also
suitable for the use with margin maximization.
Once the decision function f(x) is linearly approximated, the margin  of
x0 is simply its distance (with sign) to the hyperplane f(x) = 0:
(x0) =
f(x0)
krf(x0)k2 =
f(x0)
krf(x0)k2 =
rc2   rc1
2kTc2ec2  Tc1ec1k2
; (4.10)
where we use the relationship ec = cx + c to simplify the expression in
(4.10); all the c's and c's are calculated according to (4.7) and (4.8) with
the active set  of x0's sparse code. It should be noted that the decision
function gradient rf is not dened on the borders of convex polytopes with
dierent active sets. In such a case, we just replace krfk2 with the largest
directional derivative evaluated in all the pertinent polytopes.
In SRC, all data samples are usually normalized onto the unit ball such
that kxk2 = 1. In this way, the change of f(x) in the direction of x0 itself
should not be taken into account when we calculate the margin of x0. The
margin expression can be further amended as
(x0) =
f(x0)
kMrf(x0)k2 =
rc2   rc1
2kM (Tc2ec2  Tc1ec1)k2
; (4.11)
where M = (I   x0xT0 ).
Fig. 4.2 graphically illustrates our margin approximation approach for
one image sample x0 from class \7" in the MNIST digits data set. We
evaluate the ground truth value of decision function f(x) at a series of
data points x in a 1D interval generated by shifting x0 along the direction
of rf(x0), and record all the points where the active set of sparse code
changes. We can see that the piecewise smooth f(x) (plotted as a red
curve) can be well approximated by the tangent of local quadratic decision
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Figure 4.2: Top: decision function f(x) for class \7" against class \4" in
the MNIST data set and its approximations, where x changes in the 1D
neighborhood of a sample x0 in the direction of gradient rf(x0). Bottom:
the images of x as it moves in the direction of rf(x0) (from left to right).
The central image corresponds to the original sample x0.
function (green asterisk) in a neighborhood where the active set (whose
stable region is delimitated by red plus) does not change too much. This
is not surprising if we realize that cx is the least square approximation
error for x using only the atoms of class c from D. When the least square
approximation is relatively good, i.e., c0, the quadratic terms in Eq. (4.6)
do not play a major role for a small change in x. On the other hand, the
linear approximation (blue cross) suggested by Eq. (4.3) is much less accurate,
though they all intersect at point x0. The margin (indicated by golden arrow)
we nd for this example is very close to its true value. Fig. 4.2 also shows
how the appearance of the image signal is distorted to the imposter class \4"
from its true class \7" as it moves along the gradient of decision function.
4.3 Maximum-Margin Dictionary Learning
The concept of maximum margin has been widely employed in training classi-
ers, and it serves as the cornerstone of many popular models including SVM.
The classical analysis on SVM [131] established the relationship between the
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margin of the training set and the classier's generalization error bound.
Recently, a similar eort has been made for a sparsity-based linear predictive
classier [132], which motivates us to design the dictionary for SRC from a
perspective based on the margin analysis given in Section 4.2.
Suppose we have a set of N labeled training data samples: fxi; yigi=1:::N .
Learning a discriminative dictionaryD for SRC can be generally formulated
as the following optimization problem:
D = arg min
D2D
1
N
X
i
L(xi; yi;D); (4.12)
where D denotes Rmn dictionary space with unit-norm atoms. To maximize
the margin of a training sample close to the decision boundary of SRC, we
follow the similar idea in SVM and dene the loss function L(x; y;D) using
a multi-class hinge function:
L(x; y;D) =
X
c 6=y
maxf0; (x; y; c) + bg; (4.13)
where b is a non-negative parameter controlling the minimum required margin
between classes, and
(x; y; c) =
rc   ry
2kM(Tc ec  Ty ey)k2
; (4.14)
is the margin of sample x with label y calculated against a competing class
c 6= y, which is adopted from Eq. (4.11). The loss function in (4.13) is zero
if the sample margin is equal to or greater than b; otherwise, it gives penalty
linearly proportional to negative margin. Dierent from what is dened
in SVM, the margin we use here is unnormalized since the unit dictionary
atom constraint ensures the objective function is bounded. Moreover, (4.13)
promotes multi-class margin by summing over all possible imposter classes
c and optimizing the single parameter D that is shared by all classes. This
oers an advantage over a set of one-versus-rest binary classiers whose
margins can only be optimized separately.
According to the numerator in (4.14), the residual dierence between the
correct and incorrect classes, rc  ry, should be maximized to achieve a large
margin. Such requirement is consistent with the classication scheme in (4.2),
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and it has also been enforced in our LSRC dictionary learning in Section 3.2
and other algorithms such as [45]. In addition, we further introduce a novel
term in the denominator of (4.14), which normalizes the nonuniform gradient
of SRC decision function in dierent local regions and leads to a better
estimation of the true sample margin.
4.3.1 Online Dictionary Learning
We solve the optimization problem in Eq. (4.12) using an online algorithm
based on stochastic gradient descent method, which is usually favored when
the objective function is an expectation over a large number of training
samples [43]. In our algorithm, the dictionary is rst initialized with a
reasonable guess D0 (which can be the concatenation of sub-dictionaries
obtained by applying K-means or random selection to each class). Then
we go through the whole data set multiple times and iteratively update the
dictionary with decreasing step size until convergence. In the t-th iteration, a
single sample (x; y) is drawn from the data set randomly and the dictionary
is updated in the direction of the gradient of its loss function:
Dt =Dt 1   t[rDL(x; y;Dt 1)]T ; (4.15)
where t is the step size at iteration t. It is selected as t = 
0p
(t 1)=N+1 with
initial step size 0. The gradient of our loss function is
rDL(x; y;D) =  
X
c2C(x;y)
rD(x; y; c) (4.16)
where C(x; y) = fcjc 6= y; (x; y; c)<bg. We ignore those competing classes
with zero margin gradient ((x; y; c)>b) or zero sub-gradient ((x; y; c)=b).
The latter case occurs with very low probability in practice and thus will
not aect the convergence of stochastic gradient descent as long as a suitable
step size is chosen [122].
All that remains to be evaluated is rD(x; y; c), which can be obtained
by taking the derivative of Eq. (4.14) with respect to D. We realize from
the results in [132] that the active set  for any particular sample x is
stable when there is a small perturbation applied to dictionary D. Since
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Algorithm 4.1 Maximum-Margin Dictionary Learning (MMDL) for SRC
Require: labeled data set S = fxi; yig, dictionary size n, sparse regulariza-
tion , required margin b
Ensure: dictionary D
1: initialize D with all class-wise sub-dictionaries Dc (obtained using K-
means)
2: set t = 1
3: while not converge do
4: randomly permute data set S
5: for each (x; y) 2 S do
6: for each c in C(x; y) do
7: update D according to Eq. (4.17)
8: end for
9: dj  dj=kdjk for each j 2 
10: t t+ 1
11: end for
12: end while
13: return D
the approximation of margin is also based on a locally stable , we can
safely deduce that (x; y; c) is a dierentiable function of D. In this way, we
circumvent the trouble of indierentiability when directly taking derivative
of sparse code with respect toD as has been done in Section 2.3 and [26, 27].
In addition, since (4.14) depends only on D, we just need to update those
dictionary atoms corresponding to the active set  of each sample x. The
dictionary updating rule in (4.15) can be rewritten as:
Dt =D
t 1
 + 
t  [rD(x; y; c)]T ; (4.17)
which is repeated for all c 2 C(x; y). The specic form of rD(x; y; c) is
complex but straightforward to obtain. Once the dictionary is updated in
the current iteration, all its atoms are projected to the unit ball to comply
with the constraint that D 2 D. The overall Maximum-Margin Dictionary
Learning (MMDL) approach is summarized in Algorithm 4.1.
4.3.2 Interpreting the Learning Algorithm
The gradient term in (4.17) takes a very complicated form. Nevertheless,
some intuition can be obtained from its expression about how our algorithm
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works. We rst notice that Eq. (4.17) adds ec to all the active atoms
associated with class c and subtracts ey from all the active atoms associated
with class y, both with a scaling factor proportional to each atom's sparse
coecient. Such operation eectively \pulls" those active atoms of correct
class towards the signal and \pushes" those active atoms of imposter class
away from the signal, which is exactly the same strategy used by our LSRC
algorithm in Section 3.2, and is also similar in spirit to the LVQ codebook
learning method [50] and the Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) metric
learning method [133]. In addition, (4.17) also uses the overall reconstruction
error e and the projections of ec and ey as the ingredients to update the active
atoms from all the classes, which is reasonable because the sparse code is
jointly determined by all the active atoms.
On the other hand, we observe from Eq. (4.16) that only those hard samples
with small margins against the imposter classes are selected to update the
dictionary. Similar sample selection schemes are also found in LVQ and
LMNN. Therefore, our choice of hinge loss function is supported from the
perspective of other previously developed large-margin learning algorithms.
4.4 Experimental Results
4.4.1 Algorithm Analysis
To get a better understanding of the proposed MMDL method, we rst
conduct some analysis on its behavior in this section using a subset of 20,000
training samples from the MNIST [134] digits data set.
The accuracy of SRC margin approximation, which is key to the eective-
ness of our method, is rst investigated. Because it is impossible to nd the
exact margin of a sample x0, we use the shortest distance between x0 and
the decision boundary in the gradient direction rf(x0) as a surrogate to the
ground truth margin. Such \directional margin" is found by a line search
and plotted in Fig. 4.3 against the estimated margin (x0) using Eq. (4.11)
for all the samples. A strong linear relationship is observed between the
directional and estimated margin, especially for those samples with small
margins which are indeed to the interest of our algorithm. We also plot the
distribution of residual dierence rc2   rc1 , which shows a weaker correlation
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of estimated margin (x) and residual dierent
rc2   rc1 plotted against directional margin measured in the gradient
direction rf(x).
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Figure 4.4: The objective function on training set and recognition accuracy
on test set during the iterations of MMDL algorithm.
with the directional margin. This justies that maximizing (x) as dened
in (4.14) is a better choice than simply maximizing rc2   rc1 for large-margin
optimization.
The behavior of our MMDL algorithm is examined in Fig. 4.4. The
objective function value over the training samples decreases steadily and
converges in about 70 iterations. At the same time, the recognition accuracy
on a separate test set is remarkably improved during the iterations, indicating
a good correspondence between our margin-based objective function and
SRC's generalized performance.3
The minimum required margin b in Eq. (3.7) is an important parameter
in MMDL, whose eect on recognition performance is shown in Table 4.1.
3We do observe some small uctuations on the testing accuracy, which is caused by the
stochastic gradient descent.
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Table 4.1: The eect of parameter b on classication accuracy.
b 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
train acc. 100.00 100.00 99.44 98.45 97.39
test acc. 96.78 98.01 98.13 97.36 96.77
Figure 4.5: Dictionary atoms for MNIST digits data, learned using
unsupervised sparse coding (row 1, 3) and MMDL (row 2, 4).
A too small value of b leads to over-tting to training set, while a too large
value leads to bias of the classication objective. We nd b = 0:1 is generally
a good choice on dierent data sets, and gradually reducing b during the
iterations can help the algorithm focus more on those hard samples near
decision boundary.
The image patterns of some dictionary atoms obtained using MMDL are
shown in Fig. 4.5, together with those obtained using unsupervised sparse
coding [42], which were used to initialize the dictionary in MMDL. The
discriminative atoms trained with MMDL look quite dierent from their
initial reconstructive appearances, and place more emphasis on local edge
features that are unique to each class. The discriminative power of our
learned dictionary can be further demonstrated in Fig. 4.6, which shows
that, compared with K-means and unsupervised sparse coding, the MMDL
algorithm learns dictionary atoms whose rst principle component has a
much higher correlation with most of the LDA directions (especially the
rst one) of the training data. Although LDA directions may not be optimal
for SRC, our dictionary atoms appear to be more devoted to discriminative
features instead of reconstructive ones.
4.4.2 Recognition Performance Evaluation
Now we report the recognition performance of the proposed method on
several benchmark data sets. SRC is most well known for face recognition
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Figure 4.6: Correlation between the rst principal component of atoms from
dierent dictionaries and the LDA directions of the MNIST training data.
task; therefore, we rst test it on two face data sets: the extended YaleB
[135] and the AR face [136]. We use 2,414 face images of 38 subjects from the
extended YaleB data set, and a subset containing 2,600 images of 50 female
and 50 male subjects from the AR face data set. We follow the procedure
in [24] to split the training and test data, and obtain random projected face
features of 504(540)-dimension for extended YaleB(AR face). For both data
sets, we compare the performance of SRC with dictionaries obtained from the
full training set (\Full"), random subsampling of training set (\Subsample"),
KSVD [40], K-means (\Kmeans"), unsupervised sparse coding (\Unsup")
[42], and our MMDL algorithm. Comparison with the state-of-the-art results
of LC-KSVD [24] is also given, which employs a linear classication model
on space codes. For extended YaleB(AR face), 15(5) atoms per subject are
used for all the dictionaries expect for \Full", and  is set as 0:01(0:005).
As shown in Table 4.2, MMDL achieves the highest accuracies on both data
sets, and outperforms the \Full" SRC on AR face using a much smaller
dictionary. The huge reduction in the error rate of MMDL with respect to
its initialization value given by \Unsup" further conrms the eectiveness of
our learning algorithm.
Our method is also evaluated on the full MNIST data set, which contains
60,000 images for training and 10,000 for testing. We use PCA to reduce
the dimension of each image such that 99% energy is preserved, and set
 = 0:1. Table 4.3 lists the classication accuracies of SRC with dictionaries
trained using various methods and with dierent sizes. MMDL is shown to be
advantageous over other methods in terms of both accuracy and dictionary
compactness, the latter of which implies higher eciency in computation
as well as storage. Note that we are unable to evaluate SRC with the
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Table 4.2: Recognition accuracies (%) on face databases.
Method
Extended
YaleB
AR Face
Full 97.34 96.50
Subsample 91.20 73.17
KSVD [40] 88.63 90.00
Kmeans 95.44 90.00
Unsup [42] 96.35 90.33
LC-KSVD [24] 95.00 93.70
MMDL 97.34 97.33
Error reduction (%) 27.12 72.39
Table 4.3: Performance of SRC on the MNIST digits database.
Training method / Size of D Accuracy (%)
Subsample / 30000 98.05
Subsample / 150 82.19
Kmeans / 150 94.19
Unsup [42] / 150 94.84
Ramirez et al. [25] / 800 98.74
MMDL / 150 98.76
Error reduction (%) 75.97
\Full" setting because the memory required for the operation on such a huge
dictionary exceeds our system capacity (32GB).
Fig. 4.7 reveals the distinct distributions of correctly and incorrectly clas-
sied samples in terms of estimated margin and reconstruction residual with
predicted class. The incorrect samples are observed to have higher residuals
and smaller margins, which is expected since hard samples typically cannot
be well represented by the corresponding classes and lie close to the boundary
of imposter classes. This provides more evidence of the accuracy of our
margin estimation. Therefore, the estimated margin can also serve as a
metric of classication condence, based on which the classication results
could be further rened. Two cases of failed test samples denoted by (a)
and (b) in Fig. 4.7 are further analyzed in Fig. 4.8. The digit \7" in (a) is
misclassied as \2" with a large margin due to the strong inter-class similarity
and high intra-class variation insuciently captured by the training set. The
digit \5" in (b) cannot be faithfully represented by any class; such an outlier
has a very small margin and thus can be potentially detected for special
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of correctly and incorrectly classied test samples
plotted against estimated margin and reconstruction residual using the
atoms from predicted class.
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Figure 4.8: Two misclassied samples corresponding to the red crosses
marked by (a) and (b) in Fig. 4.7. From left to right: original sample;
reconstruction with atoms of predicted class; reconstruction with atoms of
truth class; sparse coecients.
treatment.
In all the experiments above, image pixels (or their linear projections) are
directly used as feature representations. To demonstrate the performance of
our algorithm on general image descriptors, evaluation is carried out on the
Caltech 101 benchmark [139] with spatial pyramid features [140] based on
the SIFT descriptor [141]. The same setting as [24] is used to obtain a feature
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Table 4.4: Performance comparison on the Caltech 101 database.
Classier Dictionary/Coding Accuracy (%)
SRC Full 72.07
SRC Subsample 68.80
SRC Kmeans 71.99
SRC Unsup [42] 71.94
SRC KSVD [40] 73.20
SRC MMDL 73.83
Linear D-KSVD [109] 73.00
Linear LC-KSVD [24] 73.60
SVM ScSPM [137] 73.20
SVM LLC [138] 73.44
Table 4.5: Classication accuracy (%) on the Caltech 101 dataset using
Unsup and MMDL with dierent dictionary sizes.
#atoms/class 1 3 5 10 15 20
Unsup [42] 62.54 70.12 71.14 71.65 71.89 71.94
MMDL 73.16 73.73 73.41 74.10 73.70 73.83
with nal dimension reduced to 3; 000 by PCA. We use 30 images per class
for training and the remaining for testing. In Table 4.4, the classication
accuracies of SRC are compared when it is used with dierent dictionary
learning methods. All the dictionaries have 20 atoms per class, and we set
 = 0:05. The proposed MMDL achieves the highest accuracy among all
the methods based on SRC. We also compare with two other methods which
jointly optimize dictionaries with linear classiers (D-KSVD [109] and LC-
KSVD [24]), as well as two sparse coding features (ScSPM [137] and [138])
combined with SVM classiers. The MMDL method shows advantage over
all these previous state-of-the-art methods.
Test results for dictionaries of various sizes are listed in Table 4.5 for Unsup
and MMDL methods. As the number of atoms per class decreases, the
accuracy of Unsup deteriorates quickly after there are less than 5 atoms
per class. However, our MMDL can still attain quite high recognition rate
with only 1 atom per class. As the size of the resultant dictionary is much
smaller than the feature dimension, the dictionary is no longer overcomplete.
In this case, we think MMDL is learning the discriminative low dimensional
projection and representation at the same time.
The sparse regularization coecient  has a crucial impact on the SRC
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Table 4.6: Classication accuracy (%) on the Caltech 101 dataset using
Kmeans and MMDL with dierent sparse regularization coecient .
SRC  0 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.10
Kmeans 64.81 73.21 71.99 70.05 66.80
MMDL,=0:05 67.11 74.65 73.83 72.47 69.58
MMDL,=0:10 66.68 74.28 73.37 71.94 70.15
classier. We try dierent values of  in both MMDL learning phase and
SRC testing phase, and the results are listed in Table 4.6. In general, as
 decreases, the representation becomes less sparse and the classication
accuracy increases. However, when  drops to zero, the representation is no
longer sparse and the resulting least square classier performs much worse
than SRC. This indicates that, although our data do not strictly satisfy
the sparse subspace assumption, a little sparse regularization is useful to
recover the class distribution. From Table 4.6 we can also see that MMDL
is consistently better than Kmeans for any , and dictionaries learned with
a small  usually perform better.
4.5 Conclusions
An in-depth analysis of the classication margin for SRC is presented in
this chapter. We show that the decision boundary of SRC is a continuous
piecewise quadratic hypersurface, and it can be approximated by its tangent
plane in a local region to facilitate the margin estimation. A learning algo-
rithm based on stochastic gradient descent, MMDL, is derived to maximize
the margins of training samples, which generates compact dictionaries with
substantially improved discriminative power observed on several data sets.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCRIMINANT AND OPPORTUNISTIC
SENSING
In Chapters 3 and 4, we have seen that a good sparse representation plays a
vital role in signal classication. On the other hand, as shown in compressed
sensing [8, 80], a sparse representation allows reconstructing a signal from a
small number of measurements with a random sensing matrix. This implies
that for classication of signals with an underlying sparse representation,
an incomplete observation (with a number of measurements not exceeding
the one required for perfect reconstruction) is sucient if an appropriate
sensing strategy is employed. Such property is important in the scenarios
where we have limited sensing resources but can control the way signals are
acquired. In the following, we will address the problem of opportunistic
sensing which tries to dynamically measure (not restricted to using random
projection) signals for optimal classication (instead of reconstruction) under
constrained sensing resources.
5.1 Introduction to Opportunistic Sensing
Recently, the demand for large scale data analysis has grown rapidly with
the huge amount of multimedia information generated every day from various
sources such as the Internet and surveillance networks. However, in many
cases, the acquisition of such large data corpus is not only impractical due to
prohibitive cost, but also unnecessary because of the noisiness, irrelevance
and redundancy in the data. Therefore, an alternative data acquisition
paradigm, called opportunistic sensing, is considered here to obtain only the
most essential part of data to our classication task with limited sensing
resources. In opportunistic sensing, data pieces are collected sequentially
so that sensing resources can be dynamically allocated based on the prior
knowledge of data distribution and existing observations, in the hope that
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the data to be captured in future observations can bring the highest rewards
to the current status of task. Conceptually, opportunistic sensing is similar
to active sensing [142], but with additional consideration of sensing resources
allocation and more emphasis on the classication problem. Bayesian exper-
imental design [143] is another related topic which also concerns achieving
a certain goal with a limited number of sensing opportunities. However,
Bayesian experimental design is conducted o-line before data collection.
5.1.1 Prior Work
Obtaining sequential observations of the same physical object or event is
possible in many ways. When there is only one sensor available, observations
can be made using dierent sensing parameters. For the commonly used
linear observation model of multi-dimensional signals, the measurement (or
projection) vectors are the sensing parameters to be adjusted. A large body
of literature in compressive sensing has focused on designing sensing matrices
to achieve better recovery of sparse signals than using conventional random
matrices. Most of these works either optimize by some analytical criteria
relevant to recovery conditions such as mutual coherence [51, 52, 53], or
take a data-driven approach to minimize the empirical reconstruction error
on training data [22, 26]. It has also been demonstrated that adaptively
designed measurement vectors can further improve reconstruction accuracy
[54, 55, 56] or reduce the required number of samples [57] for sequential
compressive sensing. In the pattern recognition community, appropriate
linear projections have been sought for feature extraction and dimensionality
reduction. Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Anal-
ysis (LDA), and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) are among the most
classical methods. Graph embedding based methods [61, 62, 63] have also
been extensively explored. However, all the conventional feature extraction
approaches determine features in the oine training stage, and cannot adapt
to new signals individually. As such, they cannot fully take advantage of
active sensing.
Another way to observe an object sequentially is to use multiple sensors
with dierent modalities or distributed at dierent locations. In this set-
ting, opportunistic sensing becomes the well-studied sensor selection problem
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which has found applications in wireless sensor network [64], target tracking
[65], multimedia fusion [66], etc.. Most early works on active sensor selection
rely on a greedy strategy that selects the next best sensor based on some
information theoretic criteria. For example, sensor scheduling algorithms
have been proposed which greedily select the view angle to observe an object
that leads to the maximum entropy reduction in class hypothesis [68] or
maximum expected mutual information between the class label and obser-
vation [69]. Unfortunately, the sensors selected greedily may not be optimal
for long-term recognition. Moreover, entropy-based criteria usually involve
high computation and are not robust to model estimation error. On the
other hand, Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), which
can deal with the active recognition problem on an arbitrarily long time
horizon, has been widely studied and applied in gesture recognition [70],
mine detection [71] and image object detection [72]. Information measure
on the class posterior can be used to guide the policy learning in POMDP
[73], and reinforcement learning algorithms are employed to learn object
model and planning policy simultaneously [73, 72, 74]. In POMDP, the
objective is represented by a single reward function, which makes it dicult
to balance between improving recognition accuracy and preserving sensing
resources. Also, conventional POMDP has a generative formulation which
limits its recognition performance especially for high-dimensional multimedia
data with insucient training samples.
5.1.2 Organization
In the remainder of this chapter, we consider both discrete sensor selection
and continuous feature extraction in a unied framework for opportunistic
sensing, with the aim of robust object recognition using constrained sensing
and navigation resources. The problem is rst formulated using a dynamic
Bayesian graphical model in Section 5.2, and the negative expected entropy
of class label posterior is used as the metric for selecting data observation
most contributive to the ultimate goal of recognition. We use unscented
transform to approximate the computationally intractable entropy of mix-
ture distributions, and make the optimization of continuous measurement
vectors possible. In Section 5.3, we further extend the model using a novel
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POMDP formulation that incorporates heterogeneous resource constraints
and discriminative classiers. The components of the proposed POMDP,
including the reward function and observation model, are customized towards
opportunistic sensing so that resource preservation, classication margin and
high order statistics are all considered. The sparse property of underlying
signal is explicitly encoded in a generative observation model so that it can
be used with any information-theoretic sensor selection method. The ability
of our methods to select the most informative sensors and measurement
projections is veried through multi-view, multi-modal vehicle classication
and multi-view face recognition on several data sets in Section 5.4. Our
approaches outperform greedy methods and previous POMDP formulations
in both recognition accuracy and resource management. Concluding remarks
are made in Section 5.5.
5.2 Unied Formulation for Dynamic Sensor Selection
and Feature Extraction
In opportunistic sensing, our goal is to nd a target's class label X by
sequentially extracting the most informative observations from a set of M
sensors. At each time step t, we assume a scalar observation ot of the
target can be obtained as the linear projection of the underlying multi-
dimensional signal vzt perceivable to the sensor at the current location zt
using a measurement vector ~pt:
ot = ~p
T
t v
zt + t; (5.1)
where t is a noise of normal distribution with variance 
2
s : t  N (t; 0; 2s).
To be compact, we dene the concatenated latent signal as v=[v1; :::;vM ],
and have
p(Ot=otjV=v;pt) = N (ot;pTt v; 2s); (5.2)
where we use the capital letters V and O to denote the random variables for
the latent signal and its observed value, respectively (similar annotations are
dened for other variables below). The concatenated measurement vector pt
is dened as pt=[(zt 1)I; :::; (zt M)I] ~pt, which contains all the infor-
mation about sensing condition. Note that pt also serves as the operator for
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Figure 5.1: The graphical model for opportunistic sensing. Shaded nodes
are observable.
linear feature extraction in our opportunistic sensing problem, which entails
the joint consideration for data acquisition and recognition. Eq. (5.2) is called
sensing model.
Given class label X=c, V is assumed to follow a multivariate Gaussian
distribution described by our data generating model:
p(V=vjX=c) = N (v;c;c); (5.3)
where c and c are the mean and covariance matrix of class c, respectively.
We use Gaussian distributions here just for simplicity, although our formula-
tion can be easily extended to sensing or generating model of any other form.
For instance, the sparse subspace distribution for each signal class induced
by SRC in Section 3.2 can be used in the place of (5.3). In fact, we can set
0c = 
2RcR
T
c ; 
0
c = RcR
T
c c; 8c; (5.4)
where  is a large number to enforce uniform distribution in the subspace
and Rc is the orthonormal basis spanning dictionary Dc. Then the dis-
tribution N (v;0c;0c) can be used as a generative model for class c with
sparse subspace constraint. Furthermore, the correlation between the signals
fv1; :::;vMg from dierent sensors can be modeled through a joint sparse
representation with respect to dierent dictionaries [19, 20].
Starting from the initial belief in X given by class prior p(X), we update
the posterior p(XjO1:t) sequentially at each time t by taking an action At+1,
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which determines the sensing condition for the next observation through the
execution model p(pt+1jAt+1;pt). Here perfect control over sensing condition
is assumed and the execution is deterministic. Although not realistic, this
assumption focuses our attention on the performance of recognition. The
problem described above can be represented graphically as in Fig. 5.1. Our
goal is to get a reliable and condent inference of the target label X by
dynamically selecting an action sequence fA1:Tg, where T is the total number
of available observations. A new action At+1 is selected by maximizing its
expected utility function U with the following form:
U(At+1jo1:t; A1:t) =
Z X
c
U0(c; o1:t+1; A1:t+1)p(X=cjo1:t+1; A1:t+1)
p(Ot+1=ot+1jo1:t; A1:t; At+1)dot+1; (5.5)
where U0(c; o1:t+1; A1:t+1) is the utility function for time step t+1 if the true
class label is c. Only the reward of the next step is considered in the utility
function above, which corresponds to greedy decision making. Rewards of
future time steps can also be included recursively, which will be discussed in
Section 5.3.
The utility function U0, which determines what kind of solution (putting
aside whether it is solvable at all) we can get from Eq. (5.5), should be care-
fully designed for the purpose of specic application. For active recognition
problems, U0 should reect the condence in class label X as well as the cost
of taking actions fAtg. Here we assume that any action can be taken with
an equal cost. Costs of heterogeneous sensors and the navigation required to
reach sensing locations will also be considered in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 Maximum Negative Entropy Criterion
It has been recognized a long time ago that the expected Kullback-Leibler
divergence between class posterior and prior can be used as a utility function
for classication [144, 145], which is equivalent to selecting U0 in (5.5) as
the log-ratio of posterior and prior. Formally, the joint sensor selection and
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feature extraction problem can be stated as:
pt+1 =argmax
pt+1
Z X
c
log
p(X=cjo1:t+1;p1:t+1)
p(X=cjo1:t;p1:t) 
p(X=cjo1:t+1;p1:t+1)p(Ot+1=ot+1jo1:t;p1:t;pt+1)dot+1;
(5.6)
where actions At's are replaced by measurement vectors pt's due to the
deterministic execution model assumption. This utility function measures
the dynamic information gain of our belief in label X after obtaining a
new observation ot+1 via measurement vector pt+1. The dynamic prior
p(Xjo1:t;p1:t) is independent of pt+1 and can be integrated out, leading to
the negative entropy denition of utility function:
pt+1=argmax
pt+1
E [ H(XjOt+1=ot+1; o1:t;p1:t+1)jo1:t;p1:t+1] ; (5.7)
whereH(Xjo1:t+1;p1:t+1) denotes the entropy of distribution p(Xjo1:t+1;p1:t+1),
and the expectation is taken with respect to p(Ot+1jo1:t;p1:t+1). The class
posterior can be evaluated recursively as
p(X=cjo1:t+1;p1:t+1) = wcMc(ot+1)=M(ot+1); (5.8)
where
wc = p(X=cjo1:t;p1:t); (5.9)
Mc(ot+1) = p(Ot+1=ot+1jX=c; o1:t;p1:t+1) = N (ot+1;Mc; 2Mc); (5.10)
M(ot+1) = p(Ot+1=ot+1jo1:t;p1:t+1) =
X
c
wcMc(ot+1): (5.11)
fwcg in (5.9) is the posterior distribution of X at time t. In (5.10), Mc =
pTt+1[c +Kc;t(ot   P Tt c)], 2Mc = pTt+1(I  Kc;tP Tt )cpt+1 + 2s , Kc;t =
cPt(
2
s I+P Tt cPt) 1, and we dene ot=[o1; :::; ot]T , Pt=[p1; :::;pt]. Plug-
ging (5.8) into (5.7), we have
E [ H(XjOt+1=ot+1; o1:t;p1:t+1)jo1:t;p1:t+1]
=
X
c
wc
Z
Mc(ot+1) logMc(ot+1)dot+1
+
X
c
wc logwc  
Z
M(ot+1) logM(ot+1)dot+1:
(5.12)
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5.2.2 Optimizing Measurement Vector
The rst term in Eq. (5.12) is a linear combination of negative Gaussian
entropy, and the second term is independent of measurement vector. With
these observations, we can rewrite the optimization problem in Eq. (5.7) as
max
pt+1
U(pt+1) =  1
2
X
c
wc ln

pTt+1(I  Kc;tP Tt )cpt+1 + 2s

 
X
c
wc
Z
Mc(ot+1) log[
X
c0
wc0Mc0(ot+1)]dot+1;
s:t: pt+1 = [(zt+1 1)I; :::; (zt+1 M)I] ~pt+1;
jj ~pt+1jj = 1; zt+1 2 f1; :::;Mg;
(5.13)
where we use the fact that the entropy of a Gaussian distribution with covari-
ance  is 1
2
ln jj plus a constant. The unit norm constraint of measurement
vector is placed to keep nite signal noise ratio.
The measurement vector pt+1 is dened by continuous projection ~pt+1 and
discrete sensor index zt+1. To solve Eq. (5.13), we enumerate all the possible
zt+1's and use projected gradient ascent method to nd the optimal ~pt+1.
The gradient of the objective function U(pt+1) can be evaluated as
g(pt+1) = 
X
c
wc(I  Kc;tP Tt )cpt+1
pTt+1(I  Kc;tP Tt )cpt+1 + 2s
 
X
c
wc
Z
@Mc(ot+1)
@pt+1
log
 X
c0
wc0Mc0(ot+1)
!
dot+1
(5.14)
with
@Mc(ot+1)
@pt+1
=
Mc(ot+1)
Mc

(ot+1   Mc)

@Mc
@pt+1
1
Mc
+
@Mc
@pt+1
ot+1   Mc
2Mc

  @Mc
@pt+1

;
(5.15)
@Mc=@pt+1 = c +Kc;t(ot   P Tt c) (5.16)
@Mc=@pt+1 =  1Mc(I  Kc;tP Tt )cpt+1: (5.17)
It is still impossible to analytically evaluate the integration in the second
term of Eq. (5.14). However, by plugging (5.15) into (5.14), we realize that
this integration is the expectation of a random variable ot+1 with normal
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distribution Mc under a nonlinear mapping. There are several ways to
approximate such expectation. Taylor series expansion has been used to
approximate the log function when Mc concentrates around its mean [146]
or whenMc has large and xed variance [147]. Unscented transform has been
successfully applied in unscented Kalman lter [148] to calculate the statistics
of non-linearly transformed Gaussian variables, and it has also been used to
evaluate the divergence between GMMs [149]. In the one-dimensional case,
unscented transform approximatesMc by deterministically sampling 3 sigma
points:
oc;k = Mc + k
p
1 +   Mc; k 2 f 1; 0; 1g; (5.18)
with weights u0 = =(1+); u1 = 1=2(1+), where  is a positive number.
The expectation of any nite function f(ot+1) can be approximated byZ
Mc(ot+1)f(ot+1)dot+1 
1X
k= 1
ukf(oc;k): (5.19)
Therefore, (5.14) can be approximated as
g(pt+1)  
X
c
wc(I  Kc;tP Tt )cpt+1
pTt+1(I  Kc;tP Tt )cpt+1 + 2s
 
X
c
wc
Mc
1X
k= 1
uk

k
p
1 + 
@Mc
@pt+1
+
(k2(1 + )  1)@Mc
@pt+1

log
 X
c0
wc0Mc0(oc;k)
!
:
(5.20)
The value of U(pt+1) can be approximated in a similar way.
The proposed method for joint sensor selection and feature extraction is
summarized in Algorithm 5.1. Observations are iteratively obtained until
the maximum allowable number T is reached, or the class posterior entropy
H(fwcg)= 
P
cwc logwc falls below a threshold. This terminating condition
is implied naturally from the maximum negative entropy criterion and can
also save computation resources opportunistically. Eliminating classes with
low wc online can further speed up convergence. The gradient ascend method
is initialized using PCA with the covariance matrix v for p(v), and updates
with step size . The updating is terminated when the change in pt+1 is less
than ", which usually occurs within 20 iterations.
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Algorithm 5.1 Dynamic sensor selection and feature extraction for oppor-
tunistic sensing.
1: initialize wc = p(X=c), Kc;0 = 0, P0 = [ ], o0 = [ ], t = 0
2: for t = 1:::T do
3: set U =  1
4: for m = 1:::M do
5: set i = 0
6: initialize p
(0)
t+1=argmaxp p
Tvp, s:t: p=[(m 1)I; :::; (m M)I] ~p,
p?Pt; jjpjj = 1
7: while true do
8: nd Mc, Mc using p
(i)
t+1 for all c
9: set p
(i+1)
t+1 = p
(i)
t+1 +   g(p(i)t+1) by (5.20)
10: project p
(i+1)
t+1 to the feasible region in (5.13)
11: if kp(i+1)t+1   p(i)t+1k2<" then
12: break
13: end if
14: set i = i+ 1
15: end while
16: if U(p
(i)
t+1) > U
 then
17: set pt+1 = p
(i)
t+1, z

t+1 = m
18: set U = U(p(i)t+1)
19: end if
20: end for
21: get observation ot+1 with measurement vector p

t+1
22: update posterior fwcg according to (5.8)
23: set Pt+1 = [Pt;p

t+1], ot+1 = [ot; ot+1]
24: set Kc;t+1 = cPt+1(
2
s  I + P Tt+1cPt+1) 1; 8c
25: end for
26: return x^ = argmaxcwc
5.2.3 Interpretations of the Maximum Negative Entropy
Principle
Maximizing the negative classication entropy is an intuitive way to improve
recognition condence. Nevertheless, it can be interpreted from dierent
perspectives.
First, the expected entropy in Eq. (5.12) can be reorganized as a measure
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of Shannon information:
E [ H(XjOt+1 = ot+1; o1:t;p1:t+1)jo1:t;p1:t+1]
= Ep(Xjo1:t;p1:t) [ H(Ot+1jX; o1:t;p1:t+1)] H(Xjo1:t;p1:t)
+H(Ot+1jo1:t;p1:t+1)
=  H((Ot+1jX)jo1:t;p1:t+1) +H(Ot+1jo1:t;p1:t+1) H(Xjo1:t;p1:t)
= I(Ot+1;Xjo1:t;p1:t+1) H(Xjo1:t;p1:t); (5.21)
where I(; ) denotes the mutual information between two random variables.
Note that the second term in Eq. (5.21) is a constant independent of pt+1.
Therefore, maximizing negative entropy is equivalent to maximizing the
mutual information between class label X and new measurement Ot+1, which
is also observed in [150] for sensor selection problem.
The maximum negative entropy principle can also be understood as a
feature extraction criterion in optimizing the measurement vector pt+1. After
some manipulations on the rst term of the objective function in Eq. (5.13),
we notice that a large value for the following expression is favoured:
 pTt+1cpt+1 + pTt+1CV;O1:tC 1O1:t;O1:tCO1:t;V pt+1; (5.22)
where CV;O1:t = C
T
O1:t;V
= cPt is the cross-covariance matrix for V and O1:t,
and CO1:t;O1:t = 
2
s I+P Tt cPt is the covariance matrix for O1:t. Large value
for the rst term in Eq. (5.22) for any class c is similar to small within-class
variances required in LDA. The second term in (5.22) diers from CCA only
in that the variance of V is not normalized. As such, both the variance of
new observation and its correlation with previous observations are promoted,
which is a combination of PCA and CCA. In addition, the second term in
Eq. (5.13) is the entropy of a mixture of Gaussian. Maximizing the entropy
eectively separates the class centers pTt+1[c +Kc;t(ot  P Tt c)], leading to
a large between-class variance as required in LDA. Therefore, the strengths
of PCA, LDA and CCA are unied in an adaptive way through maximum
negative entropy principle.
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5.3 Discriminative and Resource-constrained POMDP
The dynamic feature and sensor selection method discussed in Section 5.2
requires intensive online computation in each sensing step and is not directly
optimized for a long-term goal. In this section, we investigate how to learn a
non-myopic policy for opportunistic sensing using POMDP models, and how
to address the issues of heterogeneous resource constraints and discriminative
training.
5.3.1 POMDP for Active Recognition
A POMDP is dened by a tuple <S;O;A; T; O;R>, where S, O and A
denote a nite set of discrete states, observations and actions, respectively.
The state S is modeled as a Markov process, whose transition from time t to
t+ 1 driven by action A taken at t follows the transition distribution:
T (s; a; s0) = p(St+1 = s0jSt = s; At = a): (5.23)
The state S is hidden, and its value can only be inferred from its observation
O according to the observation distribution:
O(s0; a; o) = p(Ot+1 = ojAt = a; St+1 = s0): (5.24)
An action a taken in a particular state s results in a reward which is described
by a function R(s; a). Our goal is to nd a policy that decides what is the
optimal action to take based on the belief in current state so that maximum is
achieved for the expected accumulated reward: E[
PK 1
t=0 
tR(St; At)], where
K is the length of time horizon to consider, and 2(0; 1] is the discount
factor for future rewards. A more detailed description of POMDP and the
algorithms to solve for the optimal policy can be found in [151].
The problem of recognition with active perception naturally ts into the
framework of POMDP, and existing work can be found in [70, 152, 71, 72].
The class label X of a target can be modeled as part of the unknown state S.
To recognize class X, observations fOtg of the target with dierent sensing
parameters are sequentially obtained using appropriate sensing actions fAtg
until a classication action predicts a class label for the target. A positive
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reward is given if the target is correctly labeled, and a negative reward is
given otherwise. Additional rewards can be assigned to each sensing action
to model sensing costs [152]. A good policy will select actions dynamically
based on the current belief in X inferred from previous observations, either
making another observation using the most informative sensor or making a
nal classication with the most likely class.
Most existing POMDP formulations for active recognition, unfortunate-
ly, suer from two problems. First, the objectives to improve recognition
performance and preserve sensing resources are wrapped in a single reward
function, which makes it dicult to balance their relative importance. The
issue becomes even more complex if we have multiple heterogeneous resources
which cannot be compared on the same scale. Second, due to its generative
nature and Markov property, POMDP mainly relies on naive Bayesian classi-
er for recognition task, which usually gives unsatisfactory results compared
with more advanced discriminative classiers. We will address these two
problems by introducing novel POMDP formulations in the following.
5.3.2 Basic Model Components
We focus on an active recognition scenario in which a mobile sensing platform
observes a target from dierent view angles using dierent sensing parameters
including sensor modality, feature extractor, etc.. Therefore, navigation,
sensing and recognition should all be considered in our POMDP models,
whose basic components are specied in the following.
The state S is dened to include all the combinations of target class label
X and sensing platform position Z, which are all discrete variables. Here
we only consider the nite number of positions where observations can be
taken as the possible values for Z. However, the motion planning between
dierent Z's is done in the continuous space using a separate model as will
be described in Section 5.4.2. In addition, a special terminal state sT is used
to represent the state after recognition is done.
The action A can be divided into three categories. A move action a2Am
drives the sensing platform to the specied view position where the target
can be observed from a particular view angle. An observe action a2Ao makes
observation of target using the specied sensing parameter from the current
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view position. A classify action a2Ac predicts label X with the specied
class.
Since the class label X never changes and we assume perfect navigation
control over position Z, the transition model T (s; a; s0) is actually determin-
istic. It is designed according to the three action types as
T (s; a; s0) =
8>>>><>>>>:
1; if a2Am; x0=x; z0=za
1; if a2Ao; s0=s
1; if a2Ac; s0=sT
0; otherwise
; (5.25)
where za is the position specied by move action a. Unless otherwise noted,
we use x(x0) and z(z0) to denote the class label and view position represented
by s(s0), respectively.
The observation O consists of quantized feature values as well as a dummy
observation od. For a2Ao, the observation distribution O(s0; a; o) assigns a
probability to any o 6=od according to the likelihood that o is generated from
class x0 under view position z0 with the sensing parameter specied by a. For
other actions, only od will be observed.
The incorporation of multiple resource constraints and the design of reward
function R(s; a) will be detailed in the next subsections.
5.3.3 POMDP with Resource Constraints
In practice, we often have limited budgets to execute either motion or sens-
ing actions. A straightforward way [152] to take this into consideration in
POMDP is to have the reward function assign a cost (negative reward) of
 in to any action that consumes the i-th resource by an amount of n. Let
Rc denote the expected reward for the nal classication action, and we can
express the goal of POMDP as
maxRc   1  n1   2  n2   ::: (5.26)
where ni is the total amount of consumption in the i-th resource. Unfortu-
nately, there is no explicit way to balance the relative importance between
recognition reward Rc and resource cost i. Moreover, if the recourses are of
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heterogeneous types, such as navigation distance and sensing energy, making
trade-o between all the i's becomes another tough question.
Instead of solving the resource-regularized problem (5.26), we propose to
use a resource-constrained objective:
maxRc s:t: n1  1; n2  2; ::: ; (5.27)
where i is the budget for the i-th resource which limits the total consumption
in this resource. Since i has a specic physical meaning, its value is easier to
determine than i. Eq. (5.27) also decouples the recognition objective from
all the resource constraints so that the policy learning for POMDP becomes
more focused on the recognition task.
To implement the objective in (5.27), we propose POMDP with Resource
Constraints (POMDP-RC) which extends our basic formulation discussed
earlier in the following ways.
First, we augment the state space S with a set of variables fBig where each
Bi keeps track of the remaining budget for the i-th resource. Bi is initialized
to the total budget i.
In the transition model T (s; a; s0), when a move action a2Am or an observe
action a2Ao is taken, the amount of consumption in the i-th resource will be
deducted from the corresponding remaining budget b0i in s
0. If the deduction
leads to a negative b0i (the resource is used up), we set s
0 to be the terminal
state sT .
To prevent any resource from being depleted, the reward function R(s; a) is
designed to assign a prohibitive penalty rp<0 in such cases. When a classify
action a2Ac is taken, a recognition reward rc>0 will be assigned if the class
prediction is correct, and zero reward will be given otherwise. Specically,
our reward function is dened as:
R(s; a) =
8><>:
rp; if a62Ac; T (s; a; sT )=1
rc; if a2Ac; xa=x
0; otherwise
; (5.28)
where xa is the class predicted by the classify action a. It can be seen that
in POMDP-RC a nonzero reward will be given only when the terminal state
is reached, implying that a long-term goal on recognition performance is
emphasized.
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5.3.4 POMDP with Discriminative Classier
In conventional POMDP, the class label X is inferred from all the obser-
vations fOtg through the observation model. Since each observation Ot
is conditionally independent given the state St, the maximum a posteriori
estimation of X is essentially the same as the Naive Bayesian classication:
x^ = argmax
c
p(X=c)
Y
t
p(Ot+1jX=c; Zt+1; At): (5.29)
When the observation comes from a high-dimensional space, e.g. image and
audio, a good estimation of the observation likelihood in (5.29) requires a
large number of samples which are often unavailable in real applications. In
addition, the strong independence assumption used in the Naive Bayesian
classier leads to the loss of high-order statistics which may contain useful
discriminative information.
To address this problem, we propose a POMDP with Discriminative Clas-
sier (POMDP-DC) in which recognition decision is made by an external
classier instead of by a POMDP policy. Discriminative classiers, such as
Support Vector Machine (SVM), SRC and logistic regression, show better
generalization capability than naive Bayesian method in many cases. Sup-
pose a classier is trained independently for each combination of view Z
and sensing parameter A, and it assigns a score sc;Z;A(O) to class c when
observation O is acquired. The nal recognition can be done by fusing the
scores from all the classiers:
x^ = argmax
c
X
t
sc;Zt+1;At(Ot+1): (5.30)
High order statistics between multiple observations can also be incorporated
by training classiers in the joint observation space:
x^ = argmax
c
sc;fZtg;fAtg(fOtg); (5.31)
where sc;fZtg;fAtg denotes the classier trained on the joint space of obser-
vations under view/sensory combinations f(Zt+1; At)g. To implement (5.30)
and (5.31), we further extend POMDP-RC as discussed below. We notice
the recent work in [72, 74] has a similar idea to integrate external classier
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with Markov Decision Process (MDP), but it takes a dierent approach by
reinforcement learning.
In POMDP-DC, only one classify action is dened in Ac, which is used to
stop sensing and make recognition according to (5.30) or (5.31).
Since the goal of POMDP-DC is to select the best views and sensing
parameters for classication using an external classier, the reward function
R(s; a) for classify action, inspired by the objective of SVM classier, is
changed to maximize the classication score margin between the correct class
x and any other class c:
R(s; a) = min
c 6=x
[min(; sx   sc)] ; a2Ac; (5.32)
where  > 0 is the minimum required margin, and sc is the total score for
class c dened by (5.30) or (5.31).
Eq. (5.31) only enables modeling high-order statistics for the classier.
Such information can also be utilized in POMDP-DC by introducing ad-
ditional observe actions to Ao, each of which can acquire more than one
observation, or a meta-observation, at once with dierent sensing parameters
from the current view position. The observation space O and distribution
O(s0; a; o) are augmented correspondingly, and the resources to obtain a
meta-observation are aggregated and deducted from state s0 in the transition
model T (s; a; s0).
Lastly, we want to note that although there seem to be many variables
included in our model, the only thing unknown in state S is the class label X,
and all the other variables can either be observed or transit deterministically.
This ensures our model can be solved eciently.
5.4 Experimental Evaluations
In this section, we respectively evaluate the eectiveness of the approaches
proposed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 in various opportunistic sensing tasks.
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Figure 5.2: Sample images for 5 out of 10 classes in the MSTAR dataset.
First row shows the illustrative real life images and second row shows the
SAR images from the dataset.
5.4.1 Evaluations of Maximum Negative Entropy Method
Recognition performances for dynamic sensor selection and feature extrac-
tion using the method in Section 5.2 are rst tested on two datasets. In
the following experiments, we use step size =1 and termination threshold
"=0:01 in Algorithm 5.1, and use unscented transform parameter =1 in
Eq. (5.20). The observation noise variance 2s is set equivalent to 20dB SNR
level.
Vehicle Classication
Our method is rst applied to the 10-class military vehicle classication
problem on the MSTAR [153] dataset, which contains noisy airborne X-band
SAR images as shown in Fig. 5.2. 4785 images with depression angles 17 and
30 are used for training, and 4351 images with depression angles 15 and 45
are used for testing. The vehicle targets are captured in various poses and we
quantize them into 12 discrete poses as captured by 12 sensors deployed at
dierent view locations. 12 images from the same class with dierent views
are randomly selected and combined as a test instance, and each instance is
also assigned with an initial view position. The same approach to generate
sample instances is used for other data sets in this section unless otherwise
stated. We repeat the testing of each class for 120 trials with the maximum
number of observations up to T=50. The dimensionality of all raw images is
rst reduced to 20 by PCA to save computation. Observations are simulated
sequentially as the linear projections of the PCA features.
We compare the proposed maximum negative entropy method (\mxe")
with the baseline approaches which select sensor and measurement vector
randomly (\rnd"), by the order of PCA components (\pca"), by the order
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Figure 5.3: Performance of opportunistic sensing algorithms on the MSTAR
test set under constraints of dierent measurement numbers. From left to
right: classication accuracy; correct class posterior probability; class
posterior entropy.
of LDA components (\lda"), and by maximum mutual information (\mmi")
[150]. As shown in Fig. 5.3, our \mxe" method achieves the highest classi-
cation accuracy, the highest probability of correct class and the lowest class
posterior entropy under dierent constraints of total available measurement
number up to T=50. Remarkable performance gain is attained especially
when a small number of measurements is allowed (T<10).
Instead of using up all the available measurements, we can also terminate
the sensing procedure when the condence of recognition reaches a certain
level, which can be characterized by a threshold on the entropy of class
posterior. Table 5.1 shows that our method can achieve the same level of
recognition performance with signicantly fewer data measurements than
other methods.
The selected sensors and projections for one test instance are plotted in
Fig. 5.4 for detailed inspection. This test instance corresponds to the class of
the rst column in Fig. 5.2. The features detected by the projections using
\mxe" method are more meaningful than using \rnd", and tend to focus
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Table 5.1: Average number of measurements required to reduce class
posterior entropy below 0:001 on the MSTAR test set.
method #measurements (std.)
rnd 29:48 (10:78)
pca 18:70 (10:12)
lda 16:03 (7:19)
mmi 10:19 (7:25)
mxe 6:02 (3:15)
rn
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Figure 5.4: Examples of selected sensor (in red text) and projection basis
(in gray image) using dierent methods (from top to bottom) on the
MSTAR data. The rst 4 time steps (from left to right) in opportunistic
sensing are shown.
on discriminative local part (e.g., the second projection basis selected by
\mxe") as opposed to the global reconstructive features detected by \pca"
and \mmi".
Face Recognition
In the second experiment, we test the opportunistic sensing algorithm for
face recognition on the CMU Multi-Pie dataset [154]. We use 15480 images
of 129 subjects collected in 3 sessions as training data, and use 5160 images
of another session for testing. The images of one subject in one session
under one illumination are combined as a sample instance. Face images with
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Figure 5.5: Classication accuracy of Bayesian classier for the Multi-Pie
test set under constraints of dierent measurement numbers.
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Figure 5.6: Classication accuracy of SRC for the Multi-Pie test set under
constraints of dierent measurement numbers.
poses  45 and 75 are used as data from two dierent views, and a total
number of observations up to T = 40 are allowed. As preprocessing, all the
raw images are normalized in contrast and the dimension is rst reduced to
40 by PCA. The large number of classes and high within-class illumination
variation make the problem more challenging than the previous experiment.
The proposed method (\mxe") is compared with the random (\rnd"), PCA
(\pca"), CCA (\cca"), LDA (\lda"), and maximum mutual information
(\mmi") methods. We study the performance of all these methods when
they are used with both Bayesian and SRC classiers, and the associated
observation models are given in (5.3) and (5.4). As shown in Fig. 5.5, both
\mxe" and \lda" achieve much higher accuracy than other methods using
Bayesian classier under the same number of measurements; while \mxe"
further outperforms \lda" by a large margin for allowed measurement number
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Figure 5.7: Examples of selected view and projection using dierent
methods (from top to down), for the rst 6 time steps (from left to right)
on the Multi-Pie data when Bayesian classier is used.
5<T<25. Similar observation can be made from Fig. 5.6 for the case of SRC,
where \mxe" and \cca" are generally better than the others. Some selected
sensing projections are visualized in Fig. 5.7. It is observed that the \mxe"
approach prefers to select projections similar to a specic subject, which oer
better discriminative power when that subject is confused with others.
5.4.2 Evaluation of POMDP-RC
The performance of the POMDP-RC model proposed in Section 5.3.3 is
evaluated on the MSTAR and Civilian Vehicle Domes (CVDOME) [155]
datasets for multi-view/multi-modal vehicle classication. The MSTAR data
are used in the same way as in Section 5.4.1. The CVDOME contains
simulated X-band scattering images for 8 classes of civilian vehicles, with
simulation layout and a sample image shown in Fig. 5.8. The azimuth angles
of vehicles are quantized into 6 values. The images for each class under
each view are randomly divided into 70 images for training and 30 images
for testing. We also extend CVDOME with audio data for multi-modal
sensor selection by collecting the engine sounds for the 8 vehicle classes from
the YouTube. The sounds are attenuated dierently in 6 view directions
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Figure 5.8: The image synthesis model (left), sample image (center), and
acoustic attenuation model (right) for the CVDOME data set.
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Figure 5.9: (a) The layout of view positions along a circle centered at the
target location. The image plotted at each view point corresponds to an
observation of the target at the view angle. (b) The Dubins curves for an
airplane to travel from one view point to two other view points.
according to the vehicle shapes (illustrated on the right of Fig. 5.8).
In all the experiments on POMDP models, we use the quantized PCA
projections of raw pixels and Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coecients (MFCCs)
as the observations from visual sensors and acoustic sensors, respectively. 20-
dimensional PCA and 8-level quantization are used for both datasets here.
Discrete observation is an intrinsic assumption of POMDP, which can be
regarded as a limitation. We will show an experiment later demonstrating
that the proposed POMDP-RC can also reduce the information loss caused
by discretization using adaptive quantization.
An ecient Monte-Carlo Value Iteration (MCVI) algorithm [156] is used
here to nd an approximate solution for POMDP. With 10;000 particles,
MCVI can typically learn a satisfactory policy around 1 or 2 hours on a
server with 16 Xeon 2.40GHz cores. Once the policy is learned, it takes
virtually no time to nd optimal actions on new test instances. The rewards
of rp=  5, rc=10 and discount factor =1 are found to work well in general
cases.
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Table 5.2: Geometry settings for three scenes.
scene parameter S1 S2 S3
target range 4,350 800 2,000
straight line length 234 234 234
turning radius 500 1000 800
total distance 15,000 35,000 20,000
Table 5.3: Recognition accuracies (%) on the MSTAR data set under three
scene settings.
method S1 S2 S3
Infor [69] 57.6 87.0 79.4
Nearest 77.5 80.0 82.2
Infor+Nearest 72.8 86.3 84.4
POMDP [152] 81.9 89.6 84.0
POMDP-RC 86.7 90.9 88.2
We rst evaluate the performance of POMDP-RC on multi-view vehicle
image classication with constrained motion and sensing resources. The
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 5.9 where a mobile agent can navigate and
observe the target from several view positions evenly located on a circle
centered at the target. The agent travels between two view positions with
the shortest trajectory dened by Dubins curve [157], and move along a
straight line when acquiring the SAR image to form a synthetic aperture. At
each view position, the agent can observe one dimension of the PCA feature
in a way similar to compressive sensing [8, 80]. The total traveling distance
and total number of observations are the resources under budget control. We
consider three scenes (S1, S2, S3) with dierent geometric settings and total
distance constraints as summarized in Table 5.2. The total observations are
constrained not to exceed 12 in all the scenes.
Our POMDP-RC is compared on the two vehicle data sets with several
baseline methods including: \Infor" [69], a greedy approach based on in-
formation measure; \Nearest" which always observes the nearest view rst;
\Infor+Nearest", a weighted combination of the previous two; and POMDP
[152] with a conventional formulation. From Table 5.3 and 5.4, we can see
most baseline methods can perform well in some scenes but fail in others. In
contrast, POMDP-RC can adapt its strategy according to available resource
budgets, and therefore achieves the highest accuracies in all the cases.
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Table 5.4: Recognition accuracies (%) on the CVDOME image data set
under three scene settings.
method S1 S2 S3
Infor [69] 78.1 83.3 74.5
Nearest 88.5 77.6 77.4
Infor+Nearest 88.8 80.5 80.4
POMDP [152] 87.8 84.3 80.9
POMDP-RC 90.7 84.7 83.3
Table 5.5: Recognition accuracies (%), remaining resources and observation
allocations on the audio-visual CVDOME data set.
method acc rm mem rm dist #obs (a+v)
Lowest mem 72.6 3.00 2814.6 5.00+0.00
Infor [69] 70.0 0.28 12699.4 0.78+1.74
Nearest 73.1 0.00 6461.0 4.00+1.00
POMDP [152] 76.0 1.61 1896.6 2.39+1.00
POMDP-RC 77.9 0.24 1640.3 3.76+1.00
We further investigate multi-view, multi-modal classication with the audio-
visual CVDOME data. In this experiment, we assume the agent can choose
to obtain each observation from either an audio or a visual sensor. Gen-
erally, images contain more information about target class than audio data
but also consume higher memory and bandwidth. We further assume each
audio(visual) observation takes 1(4) units of memory respectively, and the
system has a total of 8 units available. The geometric settings are the same
as in S2. Table 5.5 gives the performance comparison between dierent
methods, including \Lowest mem" which always selects the memory-ecient
audio sensors from the nearest view. The rst column shows POMDP-RC has
the highest accuracy, and the second and third columns show that POMDP-
RC makes good use of available resources in the sense that the average
remaining budgets at the time recognition is done are low for both memory
(rm mem) and distance (rm dist). The last column shows the average number
of observations made with audio and visual sensors. POMDP-RC makes only
one memory-costly visual observation and allocates the remaining memory
for more audio observations.
POMDP-RC can also be used for adaptive quantization when observation
comes from continuous features, which is demonstrated below through a
synthetic example in Fig. 5.10. As many POMDP solvers work on discrete
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Figure 5.10: Distributions of 1-D toy data from 3 classes (left), with
uniform quantizers (middle), and the non-uniform quantizers learned by
POMDP-RC (right).
observation O, uniform quantization is often applied to the features as pre-
processing. However, observations useful for discriminating dierent classes
may come from a small range (e.g., the left part of the 1-D distributions
in Fig. 5.10). In this way, a very small quantization step has to be used in
a uniform quantizer in order to capture all the discriminative information
(e.g., we have to use the 3-bit uniform quantizer shown in the top middle of
Fig. 5.10 to distinguish all the three classes).
This problem can be solved by introducing quantization actions Aq in
POMDP-RC, which specify all kinds of quantization functions with dierent
quantization levels. In this example, we assume a limited sensing bandwidth
is imposed and there are only 6 bits available to encode the quantized ob-
servations. We use POMDP-RC to select the quantization action that both
requires very few bits to encode and preserves discriminative information
as well (as shown on the right of Fig. 5.10). With those learned quantizers,
POMDP-RC can make multiple informative observations and achieves a good
recognition result. The accuracy of adaptive quantization using POMDP-RC
is compared with several uniform quantizers in Table 5.6. The 1-bit or 2-bit
uniform quantizer cannot capture sucient class information, and the 3-bit
uniform quantizer wastes too much bandwidth on unlikely or noninforma-
tive observations. POMDP-RC achieves the highest accuracy and acquires
more observations than 2-bit and 3-bit uniform quantizers with the same
bandwidth budget.
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Table 5.6: Recognition accuracies (%) and average number of observations
on the 3-class toy data with dierent quantization schemes.
quantization acc #obs
1-bit uniform 33.65 6
2-bit uniform 63.51 3
3-bit uniform 83.33 2
POMDP-RC adaptive 92.57 3.8
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Figure 5.11: Reward function and test accuracy during the policy learning
for POMDP-DC on the MSTAR data set.
5.4.3 Evaluation of POMDP-DC
Now we validate the eectiveness of the POMDP-DC model proposed in
Section 5.3.4. Our focus is on the recognition performance of POMDP-DC,
and therefore the only resource constraint considered here is the restricted
number of observations or features.
We rst use the MSTAR data and train an SVM classier for each view
using the LibLinear package [158]. The classication margin reward in (5.32)
is optimized during policy learning for POMDP-DC, which is plotted in
Fig. 5.11 versus training time. It can be seen that the reward value and
classication accuracy on test data both increase with the training reward,
indicating (5.32) is an eective objective for classication. The eect of
margin parameter  in (5.32) on test accuracy is studied in Fig. 5.12. It
is observed that a too small  leads to lower accuracy as it cannot ensure
sucient safe margin between classes; while a too large  may disrupt the
goal of classication and has poor performance. We set =0:8 which gives
the highest accuracy.
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Figure 5.12: Test accuracy during the policy learning for POMDP-DC with
dierent values of margin  on the MSTAR data set.
In the following experiment, we want to make observations from 3 actively
selected views to achieve best recognition. Dierent combinations of clas-
siers and view planning methods are evaluated, with accuracies reported
in Table 5.7. SVM classiers trained for each view independently achieve
much higher accuracy than naive Bayesian classiers. POMDP-DC can
further improve over the static selection of top 3 views (2+6+7) with the
best single-view performances, and also outperforms baseline methods Infor
[69] and POMDP [152]. We also train SVMs in the concatenated feature
space of each pair of views to model between-view high-order statistics, which
are referred to as multi-view SVMs. Correspondingly, meta-observations
collecting features from two views at once are added to POMDP-DC, and
the resulting model is denoted as POMDP-DC-MO. As can be seen from the
bottom rows in Table 5.7, both SVM classier and POMDP-DC-MO view
planner can benet from the high-order information between views, leading
to a much improved recognition rate than baseline approaches.
For a better understanding of the behavior of POMDP-DC-MO, we con-
duct another experiment in which a total number of 6 features, i.e., PCA
dimensions, can be selected from the rst view of MSTAR data. In each
observation made by POMDP-DC-MO, up to 3 features can be collected
as a meta-observation. Baseline POMDP-DC approaches collecting a xed
number of (1 and 3) features in each observation are used for comparison.
Fig. 5.13 shows how the average recognition accuracy for each method in-
creases with the number of features obtained. The single-feature observation
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Table 5.7: Recognition accuracies (%) on the MSTAR data with dierent
classication and view selection models.
classier view selection acc
naive
Bayesian
single view average 49.89
static views 2+6+7 81.00
Infor [69] 89.93
POMDP [152] 92.21
single-view
SVM
single view average 52.51
static views 2+6+7 89.86
POMDP-DC 93.86
multi-view
SVM
static views 2+6+7 90.07
POMDP-DC 94.29
POMDP-DC-MO 95.57
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Figure 5.13: Recognition accuracies on the MSTAR data with dierent
meta-observation selection methods.
allows the most exible sensing strategy which is adapted upon each feature
observed, but it falsely assumes independence between all the features. On
the other hand, the meta-observation with 3 features can model the high-
order feature correlation, but it limits the number of opportunities to actively
adjust sensing options. POMDP-DC-MO makes a tradeo between the two
and achieves the highest accuracy after observing all the 6 features. Note that
the performance of POMDP-DC-MO is not the best before all the features
are observed, which indicates our policy is optimized for a long-term goal
instead of an immediate goal.
We also test POMDP-DC on the Multi-Pie dataset for multi-view face
recognition. Here face images with 13 poses are used as data collected from
13 dierent views, as shown in Fig. 5.14. We are restricted to select 3 poses
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Figure 5.14: Sample face images of one subject under 13 poses (indexed
below) in the Multi-Pie data set.
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Figure 5.15: Recognition accuracies on the Multi-Pie data under dierent
poses using naive Bayesian, SVM and SRC.
for recognition. 50-dimensional PCA and 1024-level quantization are applied
to obtain our image features.
The performance of SVM, SRC and naive Bayesian classiers on each single
pose are compared in Fig. 5.15. On this data set, the accuracies under dier-
ent views vary a lot; nevertheless, SVM and SRC are consistently better than
naive Bayesian classier. Table 5.8 also conrms the advantage of the two
discriminative classiers, and shows that POMDP-DC can further improve
over static selection of the 3 best single views (6+7+8) and the generative
POMDP selection for any classier. We also try to improve the discrimina-
tive power of our observation model by dening O(s0; a; o)/ expfsx0;z0;a(o)g,
where sx0;z0;a(o) is the SVM/SRC score function. The resulting discriminative
observation model brings an improvement in accuracy compared with the
generative one, as shown in the rows for \POMDP-DC w/ DiscObs" in
Table 5.8. Moreover, as in the previous experiment on MSTAR, POMDP-DC
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Table 5.8: Recognition accuracies (%) on the Multi-Pie data with dierent
classication and view selection models.
classier view selection acc
naive
Bayesian
static views 6+7+8 89.53
Infor [69] 91.09
POMDP [152] 90.31
single-view
SVM
static views 6+7+8 95.35
POMDP 94.88
POMDP-DC 96.24
POMDP-DC w/ DiscObs 96.94
single-view
SRC
static views 6+7+8 94.57
POMDP 95.27
POMDP-DC 97.05
POMDP-DC w/ DiscObs 97.60
multi-view SVM POMDP-DC-MO 97.33
multi-view SRC POMDP-DC-MO 97.60
is congured with multi-view SVM/SRC and meta-observation on pairs of
views. POMDP-DC-MO helps SVM to further improve accuracy, but is not
useful in the case of SRC which requires a common subspace structure in all
views. By examining the views selected by POMDP-DC, we nd that almost
40% of the time the view combination of 2+3+7 or 2+7+8 is selected, which
suggests that some side-view poses can provide complementary information
to the most discriminative frontal view poses.
5.5 Conclusions
A new paradigm of data acquisition called opportunistic sensing is considered
for recognizing object class with limited heterogeneous sensing and naviga-
tion resources. We propose a dynamic Bayesian network model to select
the next best sensor and linear feature projection simultaneously by maxi-
mizing negative class posterior entropy. We also develop a novel POMDP
model which can not only handle heterogeneous resource constraints but
also incorporate discriminative classiers and high-order class information.
The reward function and observation model of the POMDP are designed
accordingly. The proposed models are validated through multi-view/multi-
modality/multi-feature opportunistic sensing tasks for vehicle classication
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and face recognition under dierent classication assumptions, and they
demonstrate superiority over existing methods in both recognition accuracy
and resource management.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 Summary of Contributions
In many image processing tasks, sparse representation has proven to be a
powerful tool that gives superior results. In this dissertation, we focus on
learning dictionaries and sensing operations which can bring the full potential
of sparse representation into play in the context of several applications includ-
ing single image super-resolution, sparse representation-based classication
and opportunistic sensing.
Image Super-resolution We formulate the recovery of HR images
from LR images as the transform from an observable feature space to a
corresponding latent feature space. The signals in two spaces are bound to-
gether through their sparse codes with respect to their individual dictionaries,
and we learn the coupled dictionaries with the goal that the sparse code of
an observable signal can faithfully reconstruct its counterpart in the latent
space. The resulting bilevel optimization problem is solved using a stochastic
gradient descent method for a local optimum. Our method achieves notable
improvement in the quality of SR both visually and quantitatively over
the conventional approach using jointly trained dictionaries. Based on the
coupled sparse coding model, we further design a feed-forward neural network
that mimics the behavior of sparse coding and at the same time enjoys end-to-
end optimization over all its parameters. The sparse coding inspired network
outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods signicantly in terms of both
objective and subjective evaluations.
Image Classication Two discriminative dictionary learning meth-
ods are particularly designed for SRC. First, we apply the \pulling" and
\pushing" actions of LVQ to the dictionary atoms for SRC with adaptation
for sparse coding. The resultant LSRC algorithm and its spatial-spectral
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extension are used in hyper-spectral image classication, and both achieve
much higher accuracy than other dictionary learning methods. Our method
performs especially well for minority classes due to the spatial dependency
robustly modeled with a regularized spatial kernel.
Second, we also take a novel approach towards the generative-natured SRC
by interpreting it as a max-margin classier. We show that the decision
boundary of SRC is a continuous piecewise quadratic hypersurface, and it
can be approximated by a tangent plane in local region to facilitate the
margin estimation. A learning algorithm, MMDL, is derived to maximize
the margins of training samples, with which we train compact dictionaries
with substantially improved discriminative power observed on several image
classication datasets.
Opportunistic Sensing The sparse property of images also allows us
to design resource-ecient sensing paradigms for recognition tasks, which is
analogous to sequential compressive sensing for recovery [54, 57]. Taking a
data-driven approach, we show that both measurement projection and sensor
selection can be optimized to acquire the most discriminative information
using a maximum negative entropy criterion. To achieve the long-term goal
of recognition success, we also propose a POMDP model which can handle
heterogeneous resource constraints and incorporate discriminative classiers
with properly designed reward function and observation model. The pro-
posed models are validated in multi-view/multi-modality/multi-feature vehi-
cle classication and face recognition tasks, and demonstrate superiority over
existing methods in both recognition accuracy and resource management.
6.2 Future Research
There are still many open questions about how to seek good sparse repre-
sentations, and the work presented in this dissertation can be extended in
several ways.
First, the coupled dictionary learning model in Chapter 2 can be poten-
tially used in other applications involving two relevant signal spaces, such
as texture transfer, face alignment and action transition modeling in video
sequences. We have shown such possibility on compressive sensing in [27].
For the problem of SR, the currently used LR feature (linear ltering
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on bicubic interpolated patch) may not be good enough. We can learn a
dictionary directly in the LR raw patch space with a low rank constraint, so
that the most useful feature for recovery is automatically discovered as the
subspace spanned by the learned dictionary atoms. This is essentially the
same as jointly optimizing the sensing matrix and dictionary for compressive
sensing [51, 52, 22, 26]. Also, the non-local self-similarity property of images
can be naturally combined with sparse coding as in [11] to further improve
SR performance.
Encouraged by the great improvement brought by deep network in SR,
we can use a similar network architecture to build an approximated SRC
model in which the feature extraction, sparse representation and classication
can be optimized in a joint manner. It will be interesting to compare the
resulting SRC network with the widely-used convolutional neural networks
[95, 159]. The interpretability of the SRC network may help us get a better
understanding of other deep networks for recognition tasks.
Our margin-based dictionary learning algorithm in Chapter 4 empirically
demonstrates its strength on many datasets. However, a theoretical con-
nection between the margin and generalization performance of SRC is still
missing. An in-depth analysis similar to [132] can provide better knowledge
about the circumstances under which SRC is expected to perform best.
The SRC classier used in our opportunistic sensing problem is constructed
directly from training data. We can learn better representations for images
with the techniques developed in Chapters 2 4 and explore the interaction
between dictionary learning and sensing policy learning. Again, models with
deep architecture such as [160, 161] can be explored. In addition, more
realistic sensing resources and navigation costs should be considered for
practical application.
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